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SCUBAPRO CARES

FOR DIVERS.
FOR OUR OCEANS.

FOR THE
FUTURE
OF THIS
PLANET.
SCUBAPRO's deep commitment to protecting
the oceans spans more than 50 years. From our
environmentally-responsible products, materials
and manufacturing techniques to sponsoring the
conservation efforts of numerous organizations and
our Deep Elite Ambassadors, we work to lead by example
and protect the environments we love to explore.

CREATING SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS.
SCUBAPRO divewear is the greenest—or rather bluest—in the industry. In 2012,
SCUBAPRO was the first to introduce X-Foam neoprene in an ongoing effort to
reduce pollutants and harmful emissions. In 2017, we were the first to introduce
solvent-free Aqua Alpha adhesive on our Everflex suits. This year, all SCUBAPRO
neoprene drysuits, wetsuits, shorties, hoods and gloves thicker than 1.5 mm
feature Aqua Alpha adhesive to better protect divers and the environment.
This year, we are also proud to launch the dive industry’s first wetsuit
made of Naturalprene, a neoprene blend that comes primarily from rubber
trees harvested from renewable rubber-tree farms. Further reducing its
environmental footprint, the suit has no zippers, is embossed instead of
printed, uses recycled tires for color, and has an outer lining made from
recycled plastic bottles.

EXPANDING RESPONSIBLE PACKAGING
Beyond using recycled materials for packaging, SCUBAPRO continues its
popular tradition of including reusable cases and bags with its boots, gloves
and premium products -- including the new G2 computer, HYDROS PRO BCD,
S620 X-Ti regulator and Seawing Nova fins.

BUILDING AN OCEAN ETHOS.
SCUBAPRO believes in working together to take on the biggest issues facing
our oceans, while encouraging every diver to be conservation-minded. For
over 50 years, we have partnered with organizations that share these ideals,
including Mission Blue, Galapagos National Parks, Conservation International,
WWF, Antinea Foundation, San Diego Oceans Foundation, REEF, and the
National Marine Life Center, among others.

LIVING OUR VALUES.
SCUBAPRO is staffed by avid divers who recognize a personal responsibility
to preserve and protect the very thing that our products allow divers to
explore. Renowned marine biologist and preservationist Dr. Sylvia Earle sat
on our board for many years, while SCUBAPRO's president is on the Advisory
Board of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Marine
Sanctuaries. SCUBAPRO employees are active volunteers, and our regional
offices regularly lead beach cleanups and donation drives. And because we
believe more divers lead to more ocean advocates, we contribute to causes
that create new divers, from underprivileged children to veterans.

SCUBAPRO products help new and experienced divers
to discover and experience the amazing undersea world,
and we invite them to join us in working to preserve it for
future generations.
scubapro.com/scubaprocares

OUR AMBASSADOR
PROGRAM.
We are vigilant in our commitment to issues
addressing the ocean now and in the future.
Our Deep Elite Ambassadors include such
conservation visionaries as Dr. Sylvia Earle,
WYLAND, Howard and Michelle Hall, Dr. Andrea
Marshall, Shawn Heinrichs, Andy Casagrande
and Dr. Simon Pierce.
scubapro.com/deepelite
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BREATHE EASIER.
Explore the depths with a SCUBAPRO regulator system and you may
forget you are breathing below the surface. Decades of experience and
airflow. Focus on the experience, not your gear, as you enjoy the ocean's
majesty. This is where you belong.

REGULATORS

innovation result in durable, reliable regulators with effortless and natural

R E G U L AT O R S

PROVEN
PERFORMERS.
DECADES OF
EXCELLENCE.

UNPARALLELED ENGINEERING.
SCUBAPRO invests heavily in product development. Our state-of-the-art R&D facility
in Italy is fully equipped with the latest breathing machines and long-term cycle testing

GE

S

machines, as well as the most sophisticated data collection tools, all to ensure bulletproof

D FIRST STA

reliability in our regulator systems. Our tests are comprehensive and intensive, far
surpassing industry standards. We dig deeper, so you can dive with total confidence.

A
DV

NCE

BUILT TO LAST.
A

SCUBAPRO regulators not only perform well in our testing, but also perform incredibly
well over time for divers around the world. Designs engineered by teams with hundreds
of years of experience and thousands of dives are brought to life with high-end
materials and tooling. The result is the ultimate in reliability. Our regulators look good
on the outside, but the engineering excellence underneath is what counts the most.
Every SCUBAPRO regulator carries a 24-month/100-dive service interval and, if
purchased through an Authorized Dealer, is covered by a lifetime, worldwide warranty.

LE

AD
ING

SEC

G
OND STA ES

SCUBAPRO leads the dive-equipment industry
in innovation, creating numerous products that
have changed the face of scuba. Every decision
that goes into our products — from design and

A NAME DIVERS TRUST.
The best endorsements for SCUBAPRO regulators come from the divers who use them. On
dive boats and in diving circles the world over, SCUBAPRO regulators have a reputation for
performance and dependability. Our popularity is highest among professional divers and
instructors. They trust SCUBAPRO with their lives and livelihoods, meaning you can trust
us too.

manufacturing to engineering and packaging —

SCUBAPRO LEADS INNOVATION.

is based on quality and performance, not price.
Nowhere is this commitment more true than in our

• 1st air-balanced flow-through piston regulator on the market.

full line of high-performance regulator systems.

• 1st second stage with an adjustable balanced valve.
• 1st alternate-inflator regulator integrating the BCD inflator with a second stage.
• 1st adjustable VIVA (Venturi Initiated Vacuum Assist).
• 1st patented Extended Thermal Insulating System (XTIS), which transforms the MK25
EVO—widely considered the most powerful first stage in diving—into diving’s premier
high-performance cold-water regulator.

A REGULATOR FOR EVERY DIVER.

AWARD-WINNING PERFORMANCE.

SCUBAPRO draws from its extensive range of regulators to create ideal systems for any dive: casual, recreational, travel, cold water,
deep, or technical. With SCUBAPRO, you can match your regulator system to your dive goals and personal diving style.

SCUBAPRO regulator systems consistently outshine the competition in independent regulator
tests, delivering reliable, low-effort airflow regardless of depth, tank pressure or breathing rate.

A-SERIES

Handcrafted precision. Airbalanced 2nd stages of full
metal or metal/carbon fiber
are paired with powerful
MK25 EVO piston or MK17
EVO diaphragm first stages.
A-Series regulators offer a
dive experience like no other.
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S-SERIES

Unbeatable engineering
and unbelievable breathing
performance. Choose from
four air-balanced 2nd stages
featuring titanium, stainless
steel or technopolymer
components. Teamed with
titanium or chrome-platedbrass first stages, the S-Series
system lets you dive in good
company.

G-SERIES

The most imitated air-balanced
second stage design ever.
Paired with the stellar MK25
EVO or MK17 EVO first stage,
you get outstanding breathing
performance in the most
challenging diving conditions.
Rugged, reliable, and a favorite
among technical divers the
world over.

C-SERIES

SCUBAPRO’s smallest second
stage brings forth the best
features of its predecessor
while adding an air-balanced
valve to its design. Paired with
the MK11 first stage you get
top performance in a compact,
travel-friendly package.

R-SERIES

Built with classic
downstream technology,
R-Series second stages are
uncomplicated and reliable.
Teamed with the timehonored MK2 EVO first stage,
you get simplicity and proven
performance.

MK 25 EVO/S620 Ti
∆ 2017 ScubaLab Tester's Choice
MK 25 EVO/A700 CARBON BLACK TECH
∆ 2016 ScubaLab Tester's Choice
MK21/S560
∆ 2015 Sport Diver (US) Editors Pick
∆ 2014 ScubaLab Best Buy
∆ 2014 Scuba Diving’s “2014 Gear of the Year”

MK21/C350
∆ 2016 ScubaLab Tester's Choice
MK2 EVO/R195
∆ 2015 ScubaLab Best Buy
MK25 EVO/G260
∆ 2015 ScubaLab Tester's Choice

Along with these and other awards from the U.S. media, SCUBAPRO regulators also have earned
numerous accolades in other global markets. These include many prestigious Taushen Awards in
Europe and consistent top honors in media reviews and product shootouts around the world.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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R E G U L AT O R S

A-SERIES

SCUBAPRO’s exceptional A-Series second stages, when teamed with an MK25 EVO or MK17
EVO first stage, form the ultimate air delivery systems. The A700’s rugged full-metal casing,
front cover and valve housing are able to withstand years of aggressive diving. This metal
construction also enables the use of a standard diaphragm inside a more compact casing,
increasing breathing sensitivity. The A700 Carbon BT features a handmade carbon fiber front
cover, which is lighter to increase comfort and provides excellent shock resistance.

S620 Ti

Compact Comfort
Hi-Flow mouthpiece, mounted on an enlarged
mouthpiece pipe, improves airflow as well as
mouth comfort, fitting all mouth sizes. And the
super-flow hose delivers more air on each breath.

The S620 Ti regulator touts a long list of features guaranteed
to enhance the underwater experience. Delivering excellent
performance, the S620 Ti is not only smaller and lighter than
the S600, its "work of breathing" has been reduced by 37% for
effortless airflow under all dive conditions.

MK25 EVO/A700 CARBON BLACK TECH..
A lightweight yet virtually indestructible carbon fiber front
cover plus a durable Black Tech coating deliver excellent
protection while offering superb breathing performance
for technical diving and more.

AVAILABLE WITH
THE MK25 EVO
FIRST STAGE.

Dive in Style

MK25 EVO/A700
A top-of-the-line system for any dive, but shines in the coldest of
waters. Provides effortless airflow and SCUBAPRO's patented XTIS
(Extended Thermal Insulating System) technology.

A choice of colorful mouthpiece and
hose-protector kits lets you match
your regulator to the rest of your gear.

Engineered to Endure
Lightweight yet extremely durable titanium
barrel will last virtually forever no matter
the environments it faces.

Fully Adjustable
An easy-grip inhalation effort control knob and VIVA switch let you
modulate breathing resistance to suit diving conditions as well as
your personal preference.

MK17 EVO/A700

Flow-Engineered Exhaust Tee

Big things come in small packages. Smaller in size yet higher in
performance than its predecessor, the A700 pairs perfectly with the
MD17 EVO first stage for comfort and reliability in even the most
demanding dive conditions.

Increases performance by substantially lowering work of
breathing while diverting bubbles from your field of view.

GO TOTAL TITANIUM.

new

MK25T EVO/S620 X-Ti
Titanium engineering
delivers a lifetime of
unequaled performance.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

MK25T EVO: Ultra-light,
corrosion-resistant first
stage is machined from a solid
block of titanium and provides
constant and effortless airflow
unaffected by depth, tank
pressure, or breathing rate.

S620 X-Ti: Full titanium inlet
tube and faceplate are durable,
lightweight, and provide maximum
corrosion resistance. Unparalleled
breathing performance in all water
temperatures and dive conditions.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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R E G U L AT O R S

S-SERIES

S-Series air-balanced second stages have become synonymous with SCUBAPRO quality,
unbeatable engineering and unmatched breathing performance. The newest member of
the series, the S620 X-Ti, is a total evolution in its class. More compact than ever, with
its full titanium core (barrel), durable titanium faceplate, extraordinary exhaust tee and
compact yet high-flow mouthpiece, you will literally feel the difference with every breath.

PERSONALIZE YOUR REGULATOR — with these interchangeable purge covers, mouthpieces and hose protectors.
Available as additional accessories - sold separately*.

S600 COLORED COVERS

new

MK25T EVO /S620 X-TI
SCUBAPRO’s top regulator technology is on display in this
ultra-light, corrosion-resistant regulator system. The first
stage is machined from a solid block of titanium, which will
not corrode, even in concentrated saltwater conditions. The
newly designed high-flow S620 X-Ti features a full titanium
barrel and durable titanium faceplate. The S620 X-Ti’s work
of breathing has been reduced 37% over the S600, resulting
in a system that delivers effortless airflow under all dive
conditions and the ultimate in lightweight performance.

PURPLE

BLUE

RED

YELLOW

ORANGE

MOUTHPIECES AND
HOSE PROTECTORS

MK25 EVO/S620 TI

PURPLE

RED

YELLOW

ORANGE

PINK

WHITE

MK21/S560

The titanium components in this state-of-the-art
regulator pair seamlessly with SCUBAPRO's premium
MK25 EVO first stage to create an elite breathing
system. Superb inhalation sensitivity, excellent
resistance to freezing and instant delivery of air in
all water temperatures, depths and dive conditions.

SCUBAPRO's best-selling air balanced second stage and its topperforming air-balanced piston first stage is a match made in diver
heaven. Well-known for its low work of breathing and excellent coldwater performance, year after year this combo ranks as one of the
top-performing reg systems on the market and is a preferred choice
of professional divers.

WHITE

Will fit any SCUBAPRO regulator to match
SCUBAPRO’s Seawing Nova fins and
HYDROS PRO BCDs.
BLUE

MK25 EVO/S600

PINK

This regulator system is full of features. The compact
piston first stage is lightweight, delivers excellent
airflow and offers an optional 5-port cap attachment
for multiple hose orientations. The S560 second stage is
lightweight and easy to use. An excellent choice for divers
of all skill levels.

MK11/S560
Designed for divers seeking impressive performance in an
uncomplicated air-balanced delivery system. Lightweight
and easy to use. Perfect for recreational divers and dive
travelers in particular.

*Installation must be performed by a certified/authorized technician.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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R E G U L AT O R S

G-SERIES

Originally introduced in 1986, the SCUBAPRO G-Series is the most imitated — yet never
duplicated — air-balanced regulator design in the dive industry. Rugged and reliable,
today's version features SCUBAPRO’s largest second stage casing and diaphragm for the
ultimate in breathing sensitivity. Metal components (inlet tube, orifice, inhalation control
knob and hose connector) provide excellent cold-water performance, and a left-right hose
attachment option is ideal for technical diving applications.

C-SERIES

SCUBAPRO’s smallest second stage brings forth the best features of its predecessor
while adding an air-balanced valve to its design. Fully adjustable, this compact mid-range
breather includes a user-adjustable inhalation effort-control knob along with a small
coaxial dive/pre-dive lever. Paired with the ultra-reliable MK11 first stage, the C-Series
delivers excellent performance in a compact, travel-friendly package.

new

MK25 EVO/G260 BLACK TECH

MK11/C370

Designed to meet the needs of technical divers, this system offers
excellent resistance to freezing and effortless air delivery. A sleek Black
Tech scratch-resistant DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) finish protects both
first and second stages.

Great for dive-trekkers, the MK11 is SCUBAPRO's smallest
first stage and the C370 is also incredibly compact and
extremely lightweight. With its air-balanced design,
the C370 breathes smoothly and silently, delivering top
breathing performance, even upside down. Put this regulator
system in your dive bag and hit the road.

MK25 EVO/G260
Designed to meet the needs of technical divers,
this system can face any dive situation — including
extreme cold-water conditions — with rock-solid
performance and outstanding reliability.

R-SERIES

Built with classic downstream technology, R-Series second stages are rugged,
reliable and economical. They are versatile too. With their left-right hose routing
capability, they are perfect choices for use on stage or pony bottles, or as octopus
regulators. And when teamed with the time-honored MK2 EVO first stage, you get an
affordable regulator system with proven performance.

MK2 EVO/R195
A total evolution of the classic downstream piston first stage, the
MK2 EVO pairs with the workhorse R195 second stage to provide
impressive breathing sensitivity, steady airflow and excellent
cold-water performance.

MK17 EVO/G260
The ideal system for tech divers and cave explorers. The
environmentally sealed first stage is designed for cold waters
and less-than-pristine dive conditions.

R195 OCTO

R095 OCTO

All the features of the R195 with a
high-viz yellow cover and 39-inch
yellow hose for easy sharing.

Preset inhalation and VIVA for hasslefree air delivery. Includes 39-inch
yellow hose for easy sharing.

AIR2 5TH GENERATION
Visit your local dealer or SCUBAPRO.com for more information on these systems, as well as additional options for
first and second stages. Many first stages are offered in the DIN configuration as well. And, other second stages can
be purchased as redundant air sources.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

This fifth-generation octo/inflator is versatile and easy to use. CE-certified for waters above
50ºF, as a backup regulator the AIR2 breathes like a dream. For pinpoint buoyancy control,
the AIR2 fits comfortably in the hand and the large inflate and deflate buttons are easy to
distinguish. For reliable performance without dangling hoses, the AIR2 is a standout.

For a full list of accessories, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPARISON CHAR T

COMPARISON CHAR T

A-SERIES

S-SERIES

G-SERIES

C-SERIES

ne w

REGULATOR
COMBOS
FIRST STAGE
Air-Balanced Piston:
Ultra-fast breathing response
regardless of pressure or depth.

MK25 EVO/
A700 CARBON BT

MK25 EVO/
A700

∫

∫

MK17 EVO/
A700

Balanced Diaphragm:
Keeps water out while delivering
air promptly at all tank pressures.

MK25T EVO/
S620 X-TI

MK25 EVO/
S620 TI

MK25 EVO/
S600

MK21/
S560

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

MK11/
S560

MK25 EVO/
G260 BT

MK25 EVO/
G260

∫

∫

∫

MK17 EVO/
G260

MK11/
C370

∫

∫

Classic Downstream Piston:
Reliable performance with minimal maintenance.
XTIS

R-SERIES

ne w

MK2 EVO/
R195

∫
∫

∫

∫

Full Titanium Body

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Dry Chamber

∫

∫

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP and
Optional 5 HFP

High-Pressure Ports

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Swivel Ports

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Externally Adjustable Intermediate Pressure

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Low-Pressure Ports (HFP*)

Optional 5th HFP Cap

∫

4 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP

4 HFP

4

2

2

2

2

2

1

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

SECOND STAGE
Air-Balanced Valve:
Ultra-high airflow that remains
stable under all conditions.

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Classic Downstream:
Simple operation with rugged, reliable performance.

∫

Titanium Valve Housing

∫

Titanium Faceplate

∫

∫

Metal Valve Housing

∫

∫

∫

Metal Components

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Adjustable Inhalation Effort

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Coaxial Adjustable VIVA

∫

∫

∫

Adjustable VIVA

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Super Comfort
High-Flow Mouthpiece

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Optional Color-Match Diaphragm Covers

∫
∫

Reversible Hose Attachment

Optional Color-Match Mouthpiece & Hose Protector

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

Compact High-Flow Mouthpiece

∫

∫

Large Diaphragm
Flow-Engineered
High-Performance Exhaust Tee

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

*HFP = High-Flow Port providing 15% higher airflow than standard low-pressure ports.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.
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Powerful and intuitive, SCUBAPRO’s computers are
thoughtfully engineered to make every minute count.
With biometric technology exclusive to SCUBAPRO, these
computers deliver everything divers want and need —
including easy, intuitive operation. Venture where few
others go — with more peace of mind than ever before.

COMPUTERS & INSTRUMENTS

WHERE
ADVENTURE
MEETS
INTELLIGENCE.

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY.

COMPUTERS
THAT SET THE
STANDARD.

To ensure our computers maintain the highest
quality, reliability, SCUBAPRO invests heavily in the
best engineering and manufacturing methods and

COMPUTERS

DECADES OF INNOVATION
Aladin Pro

the latest testing equipment at our state-of-the-art

1987
1988

facility in Switzerland. Tests use precise simulation
and pressure chambers and electrostatic discharge

Monitor II

testing to determine the long-term durability of

hardware.

Sport II,
Pro II,
Air X,
Mares Genius,
Monitor III Air

1991

electronic components, as well as the ruggedness and
water-tightness of casings, screens, buttons and other

Monitor I

Air X Nitrox,
Pro Nitrox,
Monitor II+

Dive computers are also subjected to extensive real-

1994
1995

world dive testing in a wide range of conditions. This

1996

exhaustive test regimen far exceeds all industry test

Aladin Air,
Air X O2

requirements to make sure you always get the best in
quality, reliability and performance.

EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY.

Since the introduction of the revolutionary Aladin Pro, SCUBAPRO
dive computers have set the standard for precision, reliability,

Pro Ultra,
Sport Plus,
Air Z,
Air Z Nitrox,
Air Z 02

SCUBAPRO’s exclusive algorithm incorporates heart

and ease of use.

rate along with skin temperature into its computations,

2000
2001
2002

Smart Com

2004

allowing you to dive with a customized decompression

SCUBAPRO dive computers are amazingly powerful. At the

plan unmatched in modern dive computing. This

same time, they are incredibly intuitive. The simple menus

translates into smarter, safer diving while maximizing

and helpful screen prompts make our computers so easy

fun at depth.

to use, you will spend less time reading manuals and more

Galileo Sol,
Galileo Terra

A COMPUTER FOR EVERY DIVE.

time in the water. In the ever-changing world of advancing
technology, SCUBAPRO continues to innovate while

Stay nimble with a versatile wristwatch-style

keeping the learning curve minimal.

Smart Z

computer, or go pro with fully loaded wrist-mount or
console models. SCUBAPRO technology enhances your

YOUR BODY SPEAKS.
SCUBAPRO LISTENS.

exclusive
	
HEART RATE MONITORING

With the advent of Human Factor Diving , SCUBAPRO dive
™

computers surpass all others in technological advances. Human
Factor Diving™ keeps you at the center of the experience—
before, during, and after your dive. SCUBAPRO enables you to
get the most of your dive with computers that are designed to
be incredibly intuitive, easy to use, and most importantly, able
to provide detailed, personal on-the-spot data.
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Allows the computer to adapt its
decompression calculations and
improve your diving experience.

STROKE COUNTER

Calculates intermediate stops based on N2 uptake,
taking into account your current dive, previous
dives and breathing mixes.

Records your distance—in open water
or the pool—when exercising or lap
swimming. Available in SCUBAPRO
computers with swim mode.

ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

TRACK YOUR PROGRESS

MICROBUBBLE SETTINGS

Fine-tunes your decompression
plan based on your workload as
indicated by biometric feedback.

Download data for analysis using
LogTRAK or SmartTRAK software
for both PC and Mac, or LogTRAK
apps for iOS and Android devices.

Enables you to select from a
range of levels based on your
experience, age, and physical
conditioning.

See a more complete picture of your workload so you can respond
promptly to heightened stress or overexertion. SCUBAPRO’s Galileo Luna,
G2 and G2 Console, and its Mantis 1 and M2 are the only dive computers
in the world to offer heart rate monitoring at depth.
SKIN TEMPERATURE
MONITORING

PROFILE-DEPENDENT INTERMEDIATE
STOPS (PDIS)

SmartTec,
Aladin Prime,
Aladin Tec

2005
2006

AladinTec 2G,
Aladin One

2009

Galileo Luna

2011

Meridian

2014

Chromis,
Aladin Square

2016

Aladin
Matrix Series

2018

G2 Console

2007

Aladin 2G

2010

Meridian
Black Tech

2012

experience, wherever your dive may be.

BIOMETRIC
BELT

Aladin Air,
Smart Pro

Manits 1,
M2

2015

G2

2017

TOTAL DIVE
SUPPORT.
Available Modes:
Scuba, Freedive, Gauge, CCR,
Sidemount, Sport and Swim.
Available Gases:
From 1 to 8 mixes; Air,
Nitrox, and Trimix.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPUTERS

COMPUTERS

new

GALILEO

• Intuitive menu structure, simple 3-button control system and diver-friendly functions.
• Vibrant full-color TFT (Thin-Film Transistor) dot matrix LCD display (320x240p).
• Choice of Light, Classic, Full and Graphical display configurations.
• Customizable menu listings – use as much or as little as you need – your choice.
• Predictive Multi-Gas ZHL-16 ADT MB algorithm programs up to 8 nitrox/trimix mixes.
• Algorithm offers Microbubble levels and Profile-Dependent Intermediate Stops.
• Air integration monitors tank pressure plus provides true remaining bottom time (RBT).
• Integrated heart rate monitor measures heartbeat and skin temperature and incorporates
both into the workload calculations. (Exclusive to SCUBAPRO.)
• Full-tilt digital compass includes a full - or half-compass rose and bearing memory.
• Rechargeable battery provides up to 50 hours of dive time per charge.
• USB cable or Bluetooth Low Energy interface for phone, handheld device or PC/Mac.
• Maximum operating depth: 394ft/120m

W

240

THE NEX T GALILEO HAS ARRIVED

39

HR+ BT/MN

MORE
TEMP

PSI

MINUTE

420

BOOK

N2

TAT

21%

15

DEPTH

0:

56

FT TIME

MIN TK

O2

MB

L3

46

105
120

DEPTH

FEET

LEVEL

STOP

MORE
STOP WATCH

TANK

51:
TAT MIN

PSI

COMPASS

O2

N2

MENU

LOG

DIM

O2

21%

82

MAX

FT

AVG

FT

RBT

MIN

PSI

2390
58

105
NO STOP

12:
18

TIME
SET

E

MIN

MINUTE

Leading Digital
Compass
The best of its kind
in the industry.

DIM

The new G2 gives you the power to go anywhere and see anything—and more
clearly than ever. It has all the legendary intelligence of its predecessor, plus
groundbreaking, intuitive operation for any dive. Easy to read, easy to use,
and easy to love. Now available as a wrist computer or console.

Intuitive three-button
operation like the
original Galileo.

Rechargeable Battery
Performs for up to 50
hours on one charge.
Includes USB cable.

Bright TFT Screen

Bluetooth® Sync

For easy viewing
in dark or daylight,
on the surface or
underwater.

For easy management
through PC, Mac, Android,
and iOS devices.

Available in wrist
and console
versions.

N2

74°F

HR+ BT/MN

85

139
34

336º

DEPTH FEET
BOOK
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MINUTE
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75

TEMP

MIN HR+ BT/MN

DIVE TIME
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25:
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TIME

0: 11.14 14:25

10: 9FT 12:

PSI NO STOP

17: 2436

BOOK
TIME

63°F

E

75

45º

330

RBT MIN

DIM

60

30

345

CLASSIC
WITH WARNING

COMPLETE

SET

N

MIN

9 12:

FEET

O2

LIGHT
MIN

51:

63°F
LEVEL STOP

85 10:

TANK

DIVE TIME

15

Intuitive Menu

The G2 is the ultimate computer for divers of all skill levels, from
beginner to tech diver. A vibrant color display and powerful new
features, all in an intuitive package full of options that let you
use as much or as little of the technology as you want. With
hoseless air integration, heart rate monitoring and an advanced
algorithm that incorporates your personal biometrics into its
calculations, the G2 is ready for everything – from scuba and
freediving to CCR, trimix and sidemount – and it is designed to
go wherever your passion for diving takes you.
FEET

TANK

MIN

N

210

G2

BOOK
DEPTH

330345

300
285

255
NO STOP

new

O2

FEET TIME

DEPTH

KEY FEATURES

RBT

DEPTH

21

12:

FEET

TANK

PSI

13:53

899
27%

NO STOP

O2

LIGHT SCREEN

MIN

12:

TIME

DIVE TIME

199: 43:

GRAPHICAL

FULL

Need to draw compass screen.
I don't have it.
Storage Capacity

new

FULL
SCREEN

G2 CONSOLE
For divers who prefer a console-style computer we offer the G2 Console. Featuring a
a cell-phone-style, portrait-oriented screen and optional heart rate monitoring, the
G2 Console shares virtually all the user-friendly and high-tech features of the wristmount G2. Its air-integrated system includes a quick-disconnect fitting that enables
you to separate the dive computer from the high-pressure hose for easy post-dive data
downloading, traveling, and safe storage. Dive modes: scuba, gauge and trimix.
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LIGHT

10
FEET
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TEMP

15FT 10:
20FT 25:
10FT 2: N2

MIN DIVE TIME

4: 32:
RBT

FEET

TANK+

27%

BOOK

MORE

Only a SCUBAPRO dive computer:
• Uses your biometrics to create a completely customized dive profile.

MIN

116 74°F 0:
43 940

DEPTH

O2

MORE

Huge 485MB memory stores
1,000 hours of dive profiles, plus
pictures, tables and more.

PSI

O2

DIM

GRAPHICAL
WITH WARNING

• L ets you visually monitor your heart rate as it is factored into the
algorithm’s calculations.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN.
• Choice of screen configurations.
• Customizable menu listings.
• Four display color options.

• Integrates skin temperature when updating decompression calculations.

• Orientation can be buttons-up or buttons-down.

• A dds workload and breathing rate to heart rate and skin temperature to
fine-tune your decompression plan.

• S cuba, Freediving, Gauge, CCR and Sidemount
modes are easily activated or deactivated.

• Provides Microbubble levels to allow your body to either take up less
nitrogen or off-gas more before returning to the surface.

• W ear on arm, clip to retractor, or use integrated
bungee mounts.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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MANTIS
GALILEO LUNA
The Luna comes with a choice of display configurations, an intuitive
menu system and a great electronic compass. It offers all of the core
SCUBAPRO technology found in the G2 except for the Predictive MultiGas feature and the Heart Rate Monitor. If you ever want to upgrade,
these two features are available as optional purchases and can be added
quickly and easily (using SmartTRAK software from a PC or Mac).

KEY FEATURES
• Deco, Gauge, Freediving and CCR dive modes.
• Fixed PPO2 CCR algorithm for closed-circuit rebreather diving.
• Predictive Multi-Gas algorithm for nitrox diving.
• Chronograph with lap memory.
• Swim mode that memorizes swim time and strokes (converts to distance).
• Heart rate monitor with optional SCUBAPRO Biometric Belt.
• Marine-grade 316L stainless steel casing and two-tone brushed finish.
• Hoseless gas integration gives tank pressure and true remaining bottom time (M2 only).
• Digital tilt-compensated onboard compass allows for easy navigation underwater or on
the surface (M2 only).
• LogTRAK software available for PC/Mac and Android/iOS.
• Maximum depth rate: 394ft/120m.

LED & SMART+ TRANSMITTER.
Convenient and safe, a SCUBAPRO transmitter allows you to read tank pressure and true
remaining bottom time (RBT) on the computer screen. It only needs to be paired once,
the first time you use it. Coded transmission technology prevents interference between
different dive computers. The latest LED version lets you know if your tank has gas
without needing to activate the computer. Compatible with G2, Galileo Sol, Galileo Luna
and Mantis M2 personal dive computers.

M2 (MANTIS 2)
The M2 is a dive computer like no other. Developed using SCUBAPRO’s Human Factor Diving™
approach to product design, the M2 offers everything you expect from the leader in diving
equipment. Its stylish, brushed stainless steel casing is loaded with topside features and advanced
underwater functions, including air integration and electronic navigation. But most importantly, the
M2 incorporates cutting-edge biometrics that enable you to live your life in dive mode.

1450PSI/100BAR AND ABOVE = SLOW SHORT BLINKING GREEN LIGHT.
1450PSI/100BAR TO 725PSI/50BAR = SHORT DOUBLE BLINKING ORANGE LIGHT.
725PSI/50BAR AND BELOW = LONG SINGLE BLINKING RED LIGHT.

COMPLETE
SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL
METAL BAND.

WHY MEASURE YOUR HEART RATE?
According to the American Heart Association, heart rate is an important heart-health gauge. By visually monitoring your
heart rate you can better assess your body’s workload – in real time – and promptly react to heightened stress or overexertion before it escalates into a major cardiac event.
Diving puts particular stress on the heart due to pressure, immersion, exposure to cold, anxiety and stress, increased
work of breathing, plus the physical exertion of handling heavy gear, dealing with ballast weight, kicking against currents,
and so forth.
From monitoring your heart health to personalizing your dive algorithm, measuring heart rate and skin temperature can
benefit divers of all ages and skill levels. Using SCUBAPRO’s HRM transmitter belt strapped to the chest, your heart rate is
measured in four-second samplings to ensure your diving activities stay within your “safe zone.”
Just one glance at your SCUABPRO dive computer will immediately give you a real-time reading of your current exertion
level. It will also incorporate this data into the decompression algorithm to create a dive profile customized to you and
you alone.
It is a valuable tool that promotes health, safety and performance—and it is only available with SCUBAPRO dive computers.

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL COLOR BANDS
BANDS WORK WITH BOTH THE M2 AND CHROMIS

NYLON WRIST BAND

SCUBAPRO BIOMETRIC BELT
THE SCUBAPRO HRM BIOMETRIC BELT WORKS EXCLUSIVELY WITH
THE MANTIS 2, G2 AND GALILEO COMPUTERS.
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Monitors both heart rate and skin temp and allows computer
to include diver’s physiology in decompression calculations.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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MANTIS 1 (M1)
A precision blend of sophisticated computer and beautiful timepiece,
the M1 is designed for divers who crave the cutting-edge technology of
the M2 but do not need air integration or an on-board digital compass.
Incorporating SCUBAPRO’s Human Factor Diving™, the M1 provides
detailed personalized data through the use of biometrics. Offering just the
right balance of topside features and underwater functions, you can count
on the M1 for industrial-strength reliability that lasts.

ALADIN

For 30 years Aladin dive computers have been providing discerning divers of all skill levels with
a range of computing choices, in a variety of configurations, to suit virtually any dive scenario.
SCUBAPRO's Aladin (Matrix) series takes it to a whole new level, with air integration, a digital
compass and Bluetooth® technology. With high-end features in a highly affordable dive computer,
whether you are an experienced technical diver or a beginning recreational diver, there is a
SCUBAPRO Aladin (Matrix) dive computer for you.

SCUBAPRO ALADIN H QR (MATRIX)

OPTIONAL COLOR BANDS
FOR MANTIS 1

Sharp-looking and full-featured, designed for avid recreational divers
seeking a convenient, air-integrated dive computer. Algorithm calculates
remaining bottom time (RBT) based on breathing rate.

MANTIS 1 BLACK

Digital compass and Bluetooth® Low Energy technology
compatible with LogTRAK for Android and iOS.

Black Tech version. PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition)
scratch-resistant coating and a stealth finish.

WITH QUICK RELEASE HOSE CONNECT

SCUBAPRO ALADIN SPORT (MATRIX)

CHROMIS

KEY FEATURES
• ZHL8 ADT MB algorithm accommodates one nitrox mix from 21% to 100% O2.
• E xtra-sharp alphanumeric characters, inspired by Samurai katanas, are exceptionally
readable underwater.
• Continuously updated average-depth display in gauge mode can be reset at any time.
• Patented stroke counter keeps track of strokes from the wrist or fin kicks from the ankle,
while also calculating distance.
• Maximum operating depth: 394ft/120m.

CHROMIS
A full-featured dive computer, the Chromis is ready for your next adventure, in or out of
the water. Enjoy the large, easy-to-read display and host of features, including Freediving
and Gauge modes, timepiece and patented stroke counter. The Chromis offers all core
SCUBAPRO features except Predictive Multi-Gas.
Enjoy the Chromis in a color that celebrates your diving style. Choices include Black,
White, Orange, Lime Green, Black/Gold, Full Black and Deep Blue.
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Perfect for recreational divers who desire a dive computer with a
variety of modern features that enable them to evolve in their sport,
as well as for technical divers looking for multi-gas capability.
Digital compass and Bluetooth® Low Energy technology
compatible with LogTRAK for Android and iOS.

ALADIN ONE
Simple single-gas dive computer is ideal for
first-time buyers and also makes an excellent
backup instrument. Available as a wristmount or in two - or three-gauge consoles.
Dive/Freedive logs can be stored and analyzed
with a PC/Mac via infrared technology.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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DIGITAL 330M
Electronic data delivery system provides actual
and maximum depth, ascent speed, dive time
and temperature. Rated to 1082ft/330m.

PRESSURE GAUGES
Compact metal or plastic case, reading PSI, bar or both.

3-GAUGE IN-LINE CONSOLES
Pressure and depth gauges with choice of 35-degree-tilt FS-2
or 26-degree-tilt FS-1.5 compass.

DEPTH GAUGE, WRIST MOUNT
Oil-filled Bourdon tube design in an impact-resistant nylon case.

2-GAUGE SP CONSOLE + COMPASS
Brass-case pressure gauge and 35-degree-tilt oil-filled
FS-2 compass.

COMPASSES
FS-1.5 calibrated to the Northern hemisphere,
or the FS-2 available for both hemispheres.

FS-1.5

2-GAUGE CONSOLES
U-Line or In-Line. Compact- plastic or metal-case pressure
gauge and choice of compact or standard depth gauge.

FS-2

FS-2 SHOWN WITH RETRACTOR MOUNT
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For the full line of instruments, visit SCUBAPRO.com.
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COMPARISON CHAR T

COMPARISON CHAR T

GALILEO
ne w

MANTIS

CHROMIS

ALADIN

ne w

COMPUTERS

CORE FEATURES
G2

G2 CONSOLE

Full Color Display

∫

∫

TFT Dot Matrix LCD Screen

∫

∫

Multiple Display Configurations

∫

∫

Customizable Menu Listings

∫

∫

Extra-Large Dot Matrix Display

GALILEO LUNA

M2 (MANTIS 2)

MANTIS 1 (M1)

MANTIS BLACK

CHROMIS

ALADIN SPORT
(MATRIX)

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG)

∫

∫

Optional

∫

∫

∫

Profile-Dependent Intermediate
Stops (PDIS)

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

8 Gas

8 Gas

1 Gas

3 Gas

3 Gas

3 Gas

1 Gas

3 Gas

3 Gas

∫

∫

∫

∫

Free Upgrade

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Nitrox (21%-100%)

ALADIN ONE

Swim Mode

∫

1 Gas (21%-50%)

Freediving Mode

∫

Gauge Mode

∫

CCR Mode

∫

Continuous Updated
Average Depth

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Logbook

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Altimeter

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Active Back Light

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Bookmark

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Max Depth

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

1082 ft / 330 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft / 120 m

394 ft/120 m

∫

∫

Dealer

Dealer

User

Dealer

Dealer

Dealer

Dealer

User

User

User

Up to 50 Hrs per
Charge

Up to 50 Hrs per
Charge

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

∫

∫

∫

∫

Rechargeable Battery System
Battery Replacement
Estimated Battery Life

∫

Full Watch Functions
Oil-Filled Technology
∫

Hoseless Gas Integration

∫

∫

Integrated Heart Rate Monitor

∫

Optional

Optional

∫

∫

∫

SCUBAPRO HR/Skin Temp Belt

Included

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Full Tilt Digital Compass

∫

∫

∫

∫

Personalization Options

∫

∫

∫

Trimix Capable

∫

∫

∫

Connectivity

Calculates an intermediate decompression stop based
on how much nitrogen uptake your body has endured,
taking into account your current dive, previous dives,
and breathing mixes.
Enriched air (Nitrox): 21%-100%. The ppO2 is
adjustable between 1 and 1.6 bar.

∫
Gauge mode: Turns off all warnings and alarms (except

low-battery alerts) and monitors depth, time, and
temperature without decompression calculations.

Logbook: Records depth, temperature, and heart rate
profiles with a 4-second sampling rate, which can be
downloaded to a phone, handheld device or PC/Mac.
Freediving mode: A collection of features developed
for freedivers, including a faster sampling rate, manual
start, specialized alarms and warnings, adjustable water
density, and specific logbook. Available as a free upgrade
for Galileo Sol and Galileo Luna on SCUBAPRO.com.
Altimeter: Measures altitude and alerts you when

∫

approaching an altitude incompatible with saturation
status after a recent dive.

∫

Bookmark: Allows you to highlight specific moments
with a simple button press.

Only with
Upgrade

Optional Trimix Algorithm
Software, Compatibility
(Access on SCUBAPRO.com)

Continuous average depth reading: Available in gauge
mode and can be reset by the user anytime.
Profile-Dependent Intermediate Stops (PDIS):

∫
∫

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG): Lets you enjoy the full
benefits of carrying high-oxygen-concentration mixes
in addition to your main breathing gas. The computer
calculates the decompression schedule for
all possible gas combinations and adapts the
calculation accordingly.

∫

∫

Hose Gas Integration

FOR SCUBAPRO DIVE COMPUTERS
Microbubble levels: A range of microbubble levels
allows your body to either take up less nitrogen or offgas more before returning to the surface. Both work
toward reducing the amount of microbubbles present in
the body at the end of the dive.

Segmented LCD-Matrix Display
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ALADIN H
(MATRIX)

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android/iOS

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android/iOS

SmartTRAK, PC,
LogTRAK
PC/Mac

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK,
PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK,
PC

USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

IrDA

USB

USB

USB

USB

Low Energy
Bluetooth

Low Energy
Bluetooth

IrDA

Active back light: With push-on and push-off function.

Replaceable battery: By user or dealer.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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LEARN TO FLY.
ultimate sense of freedom, whether you are riding a deep-water current or cruising the bottom –
neutrally buoyant and free. From trusted classics to breakthrough designs, don a SCUBAPRO BCD
and get ready to soar.

BUOYANCY COMPENSATOR DEVICES

With a well-designed, perfectly balanced BCD, diving feels like you are defying gravity. It is the

BCDs

WITH THE RIGHT
BUOYANCY
SYSTEM
COMES TOTAL
CONTROL.

TESTED FOR EXCELLENCE.
SCUBAPRO BCDs go far above and beyond in compliance standards, and they
are built to last. SCUBAPRO’s commitment to quality is apparent at every
stage of the process, and shows with every detail and material. Engineers
subject BCDs to laboratory tests as well as actual dive testing in harsh
conditions, ensuring maximum ruggedness. This test diving occurs in varied
environments all over the world, in scenarios from tropical to ice diving. Rest
assured that a SCUBAPRO BCD will deliver outstanding performance on the
day you buy it, and continue to do so deep into your diving future.

DIVERS’ FIRST CHOICE.
SCUBAPRO BCDs not only surpass all industry testing and certifications, but
also are consistently top-rated for comfort, fit, stability at depth and quality
of valve systems, while providing superior buoyancy and ascent control. Divers
know their SCUBAPRO BCDs can be counted on to provide years of troublefree service. SCUBAPRO consistently earns top rankings in gear reviews and
no other brand has as strong a reputation for long-term reliability.

OPTIONS FOR ALL DIVERS.
From lightweight travel BCDs to heavy-duty stabilizing jackets, SCUBAPRO
has a BCD to meet any diving scenario. Choose from 12 recreational BCDs in

Demands are high for your BCD. Secure the tank. Route

three categories.

the hoses. Hold the accessories. Keep you neutrally
buoyant and in control—all with a streamlined profile and
comfort. It is a lot to ask from a single piece of equipment,
which is why divers choose SCUBAPRO.
Having the right BCD is the difference between a wonderful dive

BACK FLOTATION

FRONT ADJUSTABLE

STABILIZING

and one spent constantly adjusting straps or wrestling with your

HYDROS PRO
Seahawk
Knighthawk
Ladyhawk
Litehawk
X-TEK

Glide
Bella
Equator
Equalizer
Go
Rebel

Classic

buoyancy, forcing you to pay attention to your gear—and not the
incredible dive experience.

50 YEARS OF QUALITY
Quick
disconnect
inflator.

1972

Buoyancy
Control Pack.

1974

1971
Original Buoyancy
Compensator Device is
introduced to diving.
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The Stabilizing—or “Stab”—
Jacket revolutionizes the
BCD market and becomes
an instant classic.

1978

1981
1979

First alternate-inflator regulator
integrates the BCD inflator with
a 2nd stage. Called the AIR2, it is
currently in its fifth generation
and is still widely used today.

Quality stainless steel
Super Cinch Tank Band cam action
buckle system takes the industry by
storm, providing easy attachment
to the tank and a secure grip.

1985
Double-Blue
Stabilizing Jacket.

Heat-Sealed Stabilizing Jacket.
Double-Black
Stabilizing Jacket.

1987
1986
Balanced Power Inflator (BPI)
lets the inflator work just as
easily at any tank pressure, just
like the second stage.

Master Jacket
functions as both
BCD and certified
life vest.

1993

Venus, SCUBAPRO’s first
women’s BCD design,
utilized an Alpine-style
backpack structure.

1998
1996

Seahawk,
SCUBAPRO’s
first weightintegrated BCD.

T-One, a front adjustable,
single-bladder, entrylevel BCD for rental and
diving classes.

2006
2001

Supplied Air Snorkeling vest (SASA)
for adults and (SASY) for youth.
Wyland Limited Edition Stab Jacket.
(4 versions endorsed by the artist)

SCUBAPRO unveils
the GO, its first
lightweight, fully
foldable travel BCD.

2010

Sidemount system features a
new streamlined layout, perfect
for cave and wreck dives.

2013

2007

2011

T-Black is released
as a premium BCD
with 3D bladder.

X-TEK line, the
ultimate tech
system with modular
components, is
reintroduced to the
technical market.

2017
HYDROS PRO marks a new era
in BCD design. Unlike anything
currently on the dive market,
its modular design makes
it the most versatile and
customizable BCD in diving.
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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BACK
FLOTATION

HYDROS PRO

DIVE FREE AND EASY.
With the air cell positioned behind you, bulkiness disappears and hydrodrag is
radically reduced. Compared to other BCD designs, this can feel like diving with
no equipment at all. Back flotation BCDs also tend to naturally place you in the
optimum swimming position at depth, and wearing one you will never suffer from
body squeeze. Advanced divers, travel divers and photography models tend to love
back flotation BCDs.

B U O YA N C Y C O M P E N S AT O R D E V I C E S

Transform your dive experience. HYDROS PRO is an incredible
feat of SCUBAPRO engineering—offering unprecedented
convenience, on-the-go configuration, specialized fits, and

HYDROS PRO

more. Not just for professionals, HYDROS PRO is for anyone

A true breakthrough in design, dive comfort and convenience, our
premiere back flotation BCD, made with moldable Monprene®, is
built for anyone who loves to dive. The HYDROS PRO is the most
feature-rich, customizable and comfortable BDC ever created. Its
2-BCDs-in-1 design makes it the perfect BCD for any destination
and any dive. In men's and women's sizes. Includes Trav-Tek straps
and backpack.

who loves to dive.
Instant Dry and Durable
No water absorption means neutral
buoyancy and a lightweight BCD that
is dry when it comes out of the water.
HYDROS PRO also stands up to UV.

Available colors: White (women's), Black (men's).

Smart-Pack Design
Packs down to a
compact size for easy
traveling. Includes TravTek straps and backpack.
Bag is also included.

Leave Nothing Behind
new colors

SHOWN WITH BPI
SHOWN WITH AIR2

COLOR KITS AVAILABLE
Attachment accessories and color kits are available to make the
HYDROS PRO even more versatile. Kits sold separately.

Accessorize the HYDROS
PRO with a wide range of
mountable accessories
and kits. No pockets
necessary.
2-in-1 BCD
With a quick switch
of clips, HYDROS PRO
transforms from a
basic harness travel
BCD to a jacket with
fully integrated weight
pockets.

OLIVE GREEN

TURQUOISE

BLACK

TRAV-TEK STRAPS INCLUDED

Specialized Fits for Women
Smaller air bladder. Shorter
inflator hose. Curved shoulder
straps that fit perfectly. Experience
the difference of diving with a BCD
more thoughtfully designed for women.
Modular Design

MONPRENE®
The same material used to make
SCUBAPRO's Seawing Nova fins, Monprene
is virtually indestructible and stands up
to UV, chemicals and abrasion without
showing typical signs of wear. Offering the
ultimate in durability, HYDROS PRO will be
your BCD for life.

ORANGE

BLUE

PINK

PURPLE

Easily add, remove or replace weight
systems, straps, pouches, and more—
even in the field. Modular design
simplifies maintenance and repairs,
extending the BCD's lifespan.

ACCESSORIZE
Wide range of
mountable accessories
and kits available.

WIDE RANGE OF MOUNTABLE
ACCESSORIES AND KITS.

HYDROS PRO WITH
ACCESSORIES
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WHITE

YELLOW

NINJA POCKET

EASY REPAIRS

CARGO THIGH
POCKET

COUNTER
WEIGHT POCKETS

MINI
D-RING SET

KNIFE AND
ACCESSORY BUNGEE
ACCESSORY PLATE SET MEDIUM/LARGE

B C D s // B A C K F L O T A T I O N
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FRONT
ADJUSTABLE

KNIGHTHAWK
This rugged yet very comfortable back flotation BCD integrates a multitude of
performance features to deliver outstanding freedom of movement, outstanding
comfort, and easy handling. A convenient zippered roll-out pocket allows for a
hydrodynamic, streamlined cut.
Available colors: Brown Camo (BPI only), Black.

DIVE SECURELY AND COMFORTABLY.
A front adjustable BCD provides total comfort along with a sense of security.
With air cells positioned under your arms and around your waist, front
adjustable BCDs literally embrace you. Stable and comfortable, both at depth
and while floating on the surface, they are popular with new divers, experienced
divers who dive infrequently, and divers who simply like the feeling of confidence
and comfort this BCD design delivers.

BLACK

new

CAMO AVAILABLE WITH BPI ONLY.
AIR2 CAN BE PURCHASED AND ADDED SEPARATELY.

SEAHAWK

GLIDE
Glide was created to deliver absolute comfort. The SCUBAPRO-exclusive
wraparound air bladder retains its cradle-like shape even when fully inflated,
and the new Y-Fit shoulder design delivers exceptional fit and range of motion
for the arms. It is fully adjustable, with an integrated weight system and and
features galore.

GRAY

The Seahawk is a leading member in our family of dynamic, comfortable back
flotation jackets. The Seahawk allows excellent freedom of movement, while
still providing ample storage with traditional cargo pockets.

Available colors: Black/Gray, Black/Blue.

BLUE

LADYHAWK
new

The Ladyhawk brings all of the technical features of the Knighthawk into a
BCD with a cut and design just for women. It represents a new dimension
in optimized load distribution, freedom of movement, and comfort.

BELLA

Available colors: Black/Pink, Black/Blue, Black/Gray.
BLUE

WHITE

Specifically designed, tailored and sized for female divers, this high-end,
front adjustable BCD is loaded with features, including SCUBAPRO’s
exclusive wraparound bladder and a new Y-Fit shoulder design. Both work
together to deliver superb comfort and fit. Put on a Bella and prepare to
enjoy the most comfortable diving ever.
Available colors: Black/Pink, Black/White.

PINK

GRAY
PINK

LITEHAWK
The Litehawk is the travel version in our back flotation family. With a
soft, flexible pack instead of a rigid backpack, it is exceptionally light and
rolls to pack tightly. Incorporates many of the great features of our back
flotation BCDs in a high-performing, lightweight BCD. Size XS/S weighs just
4.8lbs/2.2kg.
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For sizing, see chart on page 45.

EQUATOR
The Equator is extremely comfortable and fully adjustable. It comes with an integrated
weight system and a wide range of great features. Its compact and lightweight design
makes it an ideal front adjustable BCD for diving at home or traveling.
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GO
Go dive the world with this true travel BCD. Lightweight, easy to pack and
extremely comfortable, it includes an integrated weight system, optional trim
pouches and many other original features, as well as SCUBAPRO quality, style and
spirit of adventure. The large size weighs only 5.7lbs/2.6kg.

BPI VS. AIR2
The Balanced Power Inflator (BPI) is designed to enable pinpoint buoyancy control by adding air to the BCD as needed.
Divers who use BPIs on their BCDs normally also dive with an octopus regulator as a backup breather.
The AIR2 combines the BCD's inflator system and backup regulator into one compact, easy-to-use unit. It is always
within reach because it is constantly being used to control descents, adjust buoyancy, and vent air during ascents. In
the event of an emergency there is no need to search for an octopus regulator; simply pass your primary regulator to
the diver in need while you use the AIR2 to both breathe easily and control your buoyancy as you make your way safely
back to the surface. The AIR2 was diving's first octo/inflator and, with five generations of improvements, it is still the
industry's gold standard.

EQUALIZER

BPI

The Equalizer brings together all the best features you could ever want
in a recreational diving BCD. Its high-performance wraparound bladder
is lightweight, durable, and extremely comfortable. In its combination of
reliability, value and performance, this BCD has no equal.

The Balanced Power Inflator has a streamlined and ergonomic design. The
inflation and deflation buttons are easy to locate and require little effort. A soft
mouthpiece is also provided for oral inflation.

great for small divers

REBEL BC
Built tough to withstand many dive seasons and multiple growth spurts. An
adjustable sternum strap and cummerbund allow for a comfortable fit.

STABILIZING

DIVE BALANCED AND STEADY.
SCUBAPRO’s ground-breaking stabilizing jacket revolutionized the BCD market.
Providing unequaled stability and substantial lift, its unique design allows air to
flow throughout the jacket and accumulate at the highest point. At the surface,
stabilizing jackets provide a comfortable face-up floating position. “Stab” jacket
aficionados include advanced divers, instructors and commercial and military divers.

CLASSIC
The Classic builds on decades of evolution in design and technology. The 2018 version
incorporates RF welding technology with the "Stab" jacket's unbeatable performance
and durability. Discerning divers of all levels will appreciate details like generous lift
capacity and easy-access cargo pockets.
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AIR2 5TH GENERATION
This fifth-generation octo/inflator is both versatile and easy to use. As a backup
regulator the AIR2 delivers smooth and steady airflow. It is CE-certified for waters
10ºC/50ºF or warmer. The device fits comfortably in the hand and enables pinpoint
buoyancy control with large, easily distinguishable inflate and deflate buttons.
A large, flexible purge button provides quick clearing when it counts. For reliable
performance without dangling hoses, the AIR2 is a standout.

For sizing, see chart on page 45.

STAY STREAMLINED
OCTOPUS HOLDER
PROFESSIONAL
Serious magnetic retainer keeps
your octo reg secure.

OCTOPUS CLIPS
Neodymium magnet keeps both
parts together until needed.

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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COMPARISON CHAR T

COMPARISON CHAR T

BACK FLOTATION

FRONT ADJUSTABLE

STABILIZING

BCD SIZING CHART
SIZE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

CUMMERBUND
CIRCUMFERENCE

LIFT
(lbs.)

BCD WEIGHT
W/BPI (lbs.)

HYDROS PRO
MEN

BCDs
HYDROS PRO
Modular Design

KNIGHTHAWK

SEAHAWK

LADYHAWK

LITEHAWK

GLIDE

BELLA

EQUATOR

GO

EQUALIZER

REBEL

CLASSIC

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

26" - 39"

36

8.6

M

5'7" - 6'0"

143 - 187

28" - 45"

40.5

8.6

L

5'10" - 6'2"

176 - 242

30" - 50"

40.5

8.8

XL-XXL

6'1" - 6'6"

220 - 285

32" - 58"

40.5

9.0
8.6

WOMEN

∫

XS/S

4'11" - 5'7"

95 - 145

26" - 39"

36

M

5'3" - 5'11"

120 - 170

28" - 45"

36

8.6

L

5'7" - 6'1"

150 - 210

30" - 50"

40.5

8.8

KNIGHTHAWK

Y-Fit Shoulders
Super Cinch
Tank Band

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Standard Nylon
Tank Buckle

Quick-Release
Rotating Shoulder
Buckles

∫

∫

∫

Fully Adjustable
Cummerbund
Quick-Release Front
Weight Integration

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

30" - 38"

33.7

8.4

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

32" - 40"

44.9

8.6

L

5'10" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 46"

44.9

8.8

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

44" - 52"

44.9

9.0

XXL

6'2" - 6'5"

229 - 271

50" - 60"

44.9

9.2

SEAHAWK

∫

∫

S
M

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

30" - 38"

54

7.7

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

32" - 40"

54

7.9

L

5'10" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 46"

54

7.9

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

44" - 52"

54

8.1

XXL

6'2" - 6'5"

229 - 271

50" - 60"

54

8.1

LADYHAWK

∫

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

100 - 125

26" - 32"

33.7

7.2

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 155

28" - 36"

33.7

7.9
7.9

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

30" - 38"

33.7

ML

5'10" - 6'0"

155 - 190

34" - 42"

33.7

7.9

L

5'10" - 6'1"

180 - 210

40" - 48"

33.7

8.1

LITEHAWK

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

XS/S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 170

42" max

29.2

4.8

M/L

5'7" - 6'1"

150 - 209

52" max

29.2

5.0

XL/XXL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 271

58" max

29.2

5.0

∫

CLASSIC

Dua-Compound
Back Plate

∫

Rigid Padded
Backpack

∫

∫

∫

∫

Airnet

∫

∫

∫

5'0" - 5'5"

100 - 125

24" - 36"

33.7

9.2

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

32" - 40"

40.5

9.4

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

34" - 42"
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9.7

L

5'10" - 6'1"

180 - 210

38" - 48"

58.5

10.5

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

195 - 240

44" - 56"

80.9

10.8

GLIDE

Flexible Soft
Backpack
Torso Flex Zone

∫

XS

∫

Airnet

∫

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

100 - 125

28" - 36"

22.5

7.9

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

30" - 38"

29.2

8.1

M

5'5" - 5'10"

150 - 170

34" - 43"

31.5

8.4

L

5'7" - 6'0"

170 - 200

38" - 46"

31.5

8.6

XL

6'0" - 6'3"

195 - 235

42" - 52"

33.7

8.8

XXL

6'2" - 6'5"

230 - 270

50" - 60"

38.2

9.0

BELLA

D-Rings

Multi-Mount
Accessory Matrix
Pockets

4
Stainless
Steel

4
Stainless
Steel

6
Stainless
Steel

4
Stainless
Steel

6
Aluminum

6
Stainless
Steel

6
Stainless
Steel

6
Stainless
Steel

6
Aluminum

4
Stainless
Steel

3
Plastic

6
Stainless
Steel

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

100 - 123

28" - 36"

22.5

7.9

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 155

30" - 38"

29.2

8.1

M

5'6" - 5'10"

150 - 170

34" - 43"

31.5

8.4

L

5'7" - 6'0"

170 - 201

38" - 46"

31.5

8.6

XL

6'0" - 6'3"

194 - 236

42" - 52"

33.7

8.8

EQUATOR

∫

Optional

1 Zip Rolled

2 Zip

1 Zip Rolled

2 Quick
Release

2 Zip

2 Zip

2 Zip

2 Zip

2 Velcro

2 Zip

2 Zip
2 Velcro

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

99 - 123

31" - 36"

22.5

6.6

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

35" - 41"

27

6.6

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

37" - 43"

29.2

6.8

L

5'11" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 44"

33.7

6.8

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

40" - 47"

38.2

7.0

GO

Knife Grommets

∫

Octopus Holder

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

100 - 125

28" - 34"

22.5

5.3

S

5'2" - 5'7"

120 - 155

30" - 38"

27

5.5

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

32" - 40"

31.5

5.5

L

5'10" - 6'1"

170 - 210

34" - 42"

36

5.7

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

195 - 240

36" - 46"

42.7

5.9

EQUALIZER

Weight Integration
Back Trim
Smart Pack Design

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Optional

XS

5'0" - 5'5"

99 - 123

31" - 36"

22.5

6.2

S

5'2" - 5'7"

119 - 154

35" - 41"

27

6.2

M

5'7" - 5'11"

150 - 170

37" - 43"

29.2

6.4

L

5'11" - 6'1"

170 - 209

38" - 44"

33.7

6.4

XL

6'1" - 6'3"

194 - 240

40" - 47"

38.2

6.6

4'7" - 5"1"

95 - 110

24" - 36"

15

4.4

REBEL
1 SIZE
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X-TEK
HARNESSES

SCUBAPRO's X-TEK Series offers the ultimate in customization and technical performance. This modular
system is just as comfortable on warm-water, recreational reef dives as it is on sidemounted multi-tank
dives in shipwrecks or caves. As your skills and needs change, the X-TEK line can change and expand with you.

Choose from the traditional continuous web harness, which is as clean and simple as
it gets, or the more modern adjustable harness loaded with quick-release buckles,
D-rings and padding.

WINGS

SCUBAPRO'S X-TEK system includes a choice of wing shapes and sizes to match each diver's needs and
configuration. The traditional horseshoe-shaped wing accommodates dual tanks and provides 60 pounds
of buoyant lift, while the versatile donut-shaped wing comes in single- or dual-tank versions with 30 to 60
pounds of lift.

X-TEK DONUT WINGS

KEY FEATURES
• 1680D Ballistic Nylon outer shell

Unprecedented buoyancy control regardless of diving
position. For single (30lbs/12kg or 40lbs/18kg lift) and
double (40lbs/18kg or 60lbs/27kg lift) tank diving.

• 420D Nylon inner bladder
• Proven SCUBAPRO balanced inflator

X-TEK FORM-TEK HARNESS
A 3-piece harness system with anatomically optimized back padding
and shoulder straps that can be adjusted in length and alignment for
maximum comfort. Comes with twelve stainless steel D-rings. The
harness can be equipped with an optional quick-release weight system.

SHOWN FULLY ASSEMBLED WITH HARNESS, BACK PLATE,
AND CROTCH STRAP. (ALL SOLD SEPARATELY)

SHOWN FULLY ASSEMBLED
WITH BACK PLATE, WING
AND CROTCH STRAP.
(ALL SOLD SEPARATELY)

HARNESS
SHOWN WITH
CROTCH STRAP,
BACK PLATE
AND STORAGE
PACK (ALL SOLD
SEPARATELY)

X-TEK (HS) WING
A horseshoe wing with a lift capacity of 60lbs/27kg
for double tanks.

X-TEK PURE-TEK HARNESS

KEY FEATURES

Made of secure, continuous webbing that weaves through
a back plate to provide a custom fit. Included: waist buckle,
two shoulder D-rings, one left D-ring on the waist belt, and
“tri-glide” fasteners.

SHOWN FULLY ASSEMBLED
WITH BACK PLATE, WING
AND CROTCH STRAP.
(ALL SOLD SEPARATELY)

• 1680D Ballistic Nylon outer shell
• 420D Nylon inner bladder
• Proven SCUBAPRO balanced inflator

SIDEMOUNT WING KEY FEATURES
• 1000D Cordura outer shell
• Soltane inner bladder
• Choice of 25lbs or 45lbs of lift
• Ergonomic SCUBAPRO balanced inflator
• Specifically designed for sidemount harness
• Attached crotch strap

BACK PLATES

The base of any system, SCUBAPRO’s X-TEK back plates are offered in stainless steel and
aluminum. Each has its advantages and can be matched to your overall X-TEK configuration to
help achieve a balanced system.

X-TEK SIDEMOUNT HARNESS
X-TEK BACK PLATE
STAINLESS STEEL

This easy-to-wear harness, part of a modular
system developed in coordination with leading
sidemount cave divers, features a soft Airnet
backpack, bungees and hooks for tank support
and streamlining, making sidemount diving more
convenient and comfortable. Harness includes
all hardware as pictured.

COVER

Delivers optimal stability. Numerous
attachment points allow for optional
storage pack or other accessories.
Weight: 5.3lbs/2.4kg.

X-TEK BACK PLATE
ALUMINUM
A perfect travel companion. Ultra-light yet
extremely stable, featuring a stealth black
coating.
Weight: 2lbs/.9kg.

WING
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X-TEK ACCESSORIES

SCUBAPRO’s selection of X-TEK accessories lets
you assemble a tech-diving rig that perfectly
suits the job at hand and your individual diving
style. Add ditchable weight pouches and counterweights, storage compartments and shoulder
pads, snaps, reels and knives. The options are
endless, the choice is yours.

X-TEK COUNTERWEIGHT POCKETS
Mount to tank or waistband for optimal weight distribution.
Sold in pairs. Each pocket holds 2.2lbs/1kg.

TRAVEL ADAPTER

WET NOTES

Attaches to Form-Tek Harness in place of metal
back plate. Includes two Super Cinch straps.

Pocket-sized notebook with plastic pages
and an attached pencil.

SEALED MARKER BUOY

CROTCH STRAP

Five feet long with double inflation system
and bottom weights for upright stability.

QUICK-RELEASE WEIGHT POCKETS
For use with an X-TEK harness
or a Litehawk BCD.

Two inches wide with two stainless steel D-rings.

REEL
Heavy-duty. Comes with 246 feet of
polyester line and a swivel snap.

MINI REEL
With 100 feet of nylon line and a
double-ended stainless steel snap.

X-TEK SINGLE-TANK ADAPTER
Attaches to back plate for single-tank dives.
Includes two Super Cinch straps.

SHOULDER PADS
Additional shoulder protection for straps.

X-TEK BACK PLATE STORAGE PACK
Storage pack attaches to back plate for additional space to carry gear and accessories.
(Back plate not included.)

BOLT SNAPS
For securing accessories and stage
tanks. Made of AISI 316 stainless steel.

X-TEK ACCESSORY POUCHES
Waistband pouches with internal D-rings to stow accessories.
Two sizes.

SIDEMOUNT WING COVER
Fits both sidemount air-cell sizes and keeps
your rig streamlined while increasing durability.
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For more accessories, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

REGULATOR NECKLACE

BOLT KITS

Flexible, long-lasting band for backup second regulator to ensure a
secure and quick recovery.

Extra bolts for creating the optimal X-TEK
system configuration for your diving
needs. In two sizes: 9mm and 14mm.
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EXPOSURE PROTECTION

DIVE IN,
AND STAND OUT.
SCUBAPRO exposure protection is well-suited for every style. Take your
adventures to an all new level of comfort and warmth — while standing out
from the crowd. Not only does our extensive collection of divewear perform, it
is also the most eco-friendly gear in the industry. Look great, stay warm and
comfortable, and do your part to protect the environment we all adore.

SUITS

LEGENDARY
SECOND-SKIN
PROTECTION.

CONSTANTLY
IMPROVING DESIGN.

FURTHERING
SUSTAINABILITY.

SCUBAPRO believes that dive suits are

SCUBAPRO continues to lead the industry

a technical gear category that deserves

toward greener practices. First we

continuous R&D. Since the introduction

introduced X-Foam, made from limestone

of independent wet- and dry-suit tests,

neoprene, which is light, flexible, thermally

SCUBAPRO has surpassed all requirements

efficient, petroleum-free and complies

and standards. The comfort, range of motion,

with strict P.A.H. (Polycyclic Aromatic

flexibility, effective seals, and quality of

Hydrocarbons) requirements.

stitching are simply unparalleled. No other
name earns the top spots in independent gear
reviews as often as SCUBAPRO.

industry’s first water-based, solvent-free

• PURE DESIGN CONCEPT approach uses

products (except boots) thicker than 1.5mm.

glue, now used on all SCUBAPRO neoprene

fewer seams and panels to ensure maximum

As soon as you hit the water, your body clock
starts ticking toward hypothermia, even in
warm water. Your dive suit’s job is to delay
this by minimizing the heat loss caused by
water coming in contact with your bare
skin. It must be thick enough to handle the
water temperature; have seams, seals
and zippers that reduce water entry; and,
most importantly, it must fit like a “second
skin.” No other name is up to the task like
SCUBAPRO. Every suit is expertly designed
to keep you protected throughout the
dive — whether in warm equatorial
waters or the frigid Arctic.

Then came Aqua Alpha glue, the dive

comfort and flexibility.

Employing these and other eco-friendly
materials and manufacturing methods,

• ANTI-ABRASION MATERIALS in all
high-stress areas for longer suit life.
• EXCLUSIVE LININGS like our Diamond Span
for quicker draining and drying.

SCUBAPRO engineers have been able to
reduce up to 4+ pounds of CO2 emissions
per wetsuit*, which helps contribute to
improved air quality and general health. You

• DIAGONAL BACK ZIPPERS simplify
self-donning and reduce stress on

can find these forward-looking features on
all 2018 SCUBAPRO neoprene suits, hoods
and gloves 1.5mm and thicker.

the zippers.
• THERMAL SEALS on the wrists and ankles to
minimize water intrusion.

These environmentally friendly innovations
demonstrate SCUBAPRO’s desire to better

• CONVENIENT DETAILS like I-Safe straps,
key pockets, hood hooks, zipper stops, and
both front and rear entries.

protect divers, and reinforce our longstanding commitment to help protect
our planet.
*Varies based on product specification.

A SUIT FOR EVERY DIVE.
From the tropics to the coldest of waters, SCUBAPRO offers a suit to fit both the diver and the
dive. Offered in a variety of thicknesses with a variety of features, there is a SCUBAPRO dive suit
for every diver, every dive scenario, and every style.

DRYSUITS

WETSUITS

HYBRIDS

PYROFLEX

RASH GUARDS

GO HYBRID.

CE THERMAL PROTECTION CERTIFICATIONS.

SCUBAPRO’s Hybrid line is an assortment of thermal tops,

To earn a CE certification, dive suits must undergo stringent testing to determine the level of thermal protection they
provide. They are then classified in one of four Thermal Performance classes.

shorts and hooded vests built with a mix of quality 1mm
X-Foam neoprene for warmth and durable nylon for stretch and
comfort. This unique line of thermal-wear is stylish and can be
worn alone, together, or underneath a wetsuit for added warmth.
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SEMI-DRY SUITS

All SCUBAPRO suits 3mm and thicker are CE certified and earn the best thermal protection rates in the industry.
SCUBAPRO dive suits are typically rated one CE class higher than suits of the same thicknesses from competing brands.
This means a thinner, more comfortable SCUBAPRO suit will provide thermal comfort for divers comparable to thicker,
more restrictive suits from other brands.
FOR DETAILS ON CE THERMAL PERFORMANCE CLASS RATINGS FOR SCUBAPRO WETSUITS,
TURN TO PAGE 64.
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DRYSUITS
TRILAM DRYSUITS

Divers using drysuits stay dry and comfortable, no matter how deep the dive or how cold
the water. SCUBAPRO offers both trilaminate and compressed-neoprene drysuits, each
with its own advantages.

NEOPRENE DRYSUITS

High-density neoprene drysuits offer the streamlined fit, comfort and flexibility
of a wetsuit, with the water-tightness of a drysuit. With neoprene drysuits,
warmth comes from the inherent thermal properties of the neoprene plus any
chosen undergarments. In all but the coldest waters, divers commonly need only
a thin undergarment or no undergarment at all.

Trilaminate drysuits are lightweight, have no inherent buoyancy and do not compress
at depth, plus they dry quickly and can be folded into a compact bundle for transport. A
trilaminate drysuit’s primary job is to keep water out; the level of thermal protection is
determined by the warmth and thickness of the diver's undergarment.

redesigned

EVERDRY 4

MEN'S
new sizing

new sizing

This year’s Everdry 4 comes with upgraded shoulder
and knee panels, a new orange plush interior, new
ultra-smooth wrist seals, and much more. Built for
comfort and extended wear, this versatile suit excels
at keeping body heat in and cold water out.

new

EVERTECH DRY BREATHABLE
Designed for avid divers, this new trilaminate drysuit is built with a
highly breathable nylon/PU/ nylon blend. A convenient new Si-Tech
ring seal system allows for the quick replacement of damaged latex
seals or the use of optional silicone seals. Other features include
large cargo pockets, lightweight attached boots and internal
suspenders. Top quality throughout, this suit will keep you warm,
dry and comfortable in all water conditions.

Available in sizes: Women's 2XS-XL, Men's S-4XL.
Available colors: Black (women's) , Black/Gray (men's).
WOMEN'S
MEN'S

Men’s sizes only: M-4XL.

INCLUDES A HOOD, CARRY BAG, LOW-PRESSURE HOSE,
SUSPENDERS, REPAIR KIT, AND OWNER’S MANUAL.

INCLUDES A HOOD, CARRY BAG, LOW-PRESSURE HOSE,
SUSPENDERS, REPAIR KIT, AND OWNER’S MANUAL.

MEN'S

CLIMASPHERE

new sizing

Two-piece drysuit undergarment constructed
of breathable, 4-way stretch fleece.

EXODRY

Unisex. Available in sizes: XS-4XL.

EASY DON
DRY GLOVE
Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.

HEAVY-DUTY DRYSUIT BOOT
Rugged yet flexible.
UNISEX

redesigned

The Exodry fuses 4mm high-density neoprene with latex
wrist and neck seals, creating drysuit with unparalleled range
of motion and excellent watertightness. For 2018 the Exodry
comes with new shoulder and knee panels, a new plush
interior, internal suspenders and a new semi-rigid dive boot.
Available in sizes: Women's S-XL, Men's S-3XL.
Available colors: Black/White (women's), Black (men's).

WOMEN'S

Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.
INCLUDES A HOOD, CARRY BAG, LOW-PRESSURE HOSE,
SUSPENDERS, REPAIR KIT, AND OWNER’S MANUAL.
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SCUBAPRO CARES

new

SEMI-DRY SUITS

Semi-dry suits combine the comfortable, flexible fit of a
wetsuit with some of the sealing elements of a drysuit. This
eliminates much of the bulk and hydrodrag common to drysuits,
while significantly minimizing the chilling water intrusion that
characterizes wetsuits. Semi-dry suits are a great way to stay
warm and relatively dry in cold or temperate waters.

EVERFLEX 3/2 NO ZIP SUIT
In our continuing efforts to contribute to a healthy planet, SCUBAPRO is proud to offer
the industry’s first “green” dive suit. Made with low-impact recycled materials and
innovative manufacturing methods, the new Everflex 3/2mm No Zip is built
to maximize comfort and warmth while delivering on SCUBAPRO’s longstanding commitment to help protect the environment.

First Dive Suit Built with
Naturalprene
An all-natural latex material
made from rubber trees grown
on sustainable farms.

NOVASCOTIA 7.5MM - SEMI-DRY SUIT
Diamond
SPA N

Snug-fitting and flexible, the NovaScotia keeps you very
warm and relatively dry while exploring the depths. With its
easy-zip YKK Aquaseal Vislon dry zipper, improved plush
lining, double-zippered seals on ankles and wrists, and long
list of convenience features, the NovaScotia offers the
ultimate fit, warmth and durability in cold-water and multidive thermal protection. Hood sold separately.

Solvent-Free Glue
Used for the
lamination
process.

Available in sizes: Women's XS-2XL, Men's S-4XL.
Available color: Black.
Carbon Black from
Recycled Tires
WOMEN'S

MEN'S

NOVASCOTIA HOOD
An ideal hood for drysuits, semi-dry suits and cold-water steamer wetsuits.
Made of 6.5mm Everflex neoprene on the outside and a comfortable
Diamond Span lining on the inside. Face seal minimizes water intrusion.
Available in sizes: Women's, XS – XL, Men's, S – 2XL.

Prevents suit
aging from
ultraviolet light
and decreases
petroleum use.

Recycled Polyester
From plastic bottles,
used for both inside
and outside linings.

Innovative
No-Zip Design
Eliminates all
rigid points,
resulting in
extreme comfort
and flexibility.

Naturalprene

SPORT SEMI-DRY 7MM
Cold-water divers looking for a comfortable, high-stretch semi-dry suit need
look no further. Made from an extremely soft neoprene, the suit features an
attached hood and a triathlon cut for enhanced range of motion in the shoulders
and arms. Performance, comfort and value make the Sport Semi-Dry an ideal
choice for first-time suit buyers.
WOMEN'S

A step beyond our "green"
X-Foam neoprene. In
compliance with strict PAH
requirements.

Eco-Friendly
Embossing
Instead of ink, uses
embossing to reduce
chemicals.

Available in sizes: Men's S-3XL, Women's XS-2XL.
Available colors: Black/Purple (women's), Black/Yellow (men's).

BE T TER FOR YOU.

MEN'S

In addition to the Everflex 3/2mm No Zip,
SCUBAPRO features eco-friendly materials and
sustainable construction methods throughout
its product portfolio.

BE T TER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.

REDUCE UP TO

4+ POUNDS OF CO2
PER WETSUIT*
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*Varies based on product size.
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EVERFLEX

S U I T S // S T E A M E R S

SCUBAPRO's flagship line of wetsuits continues to stand at the forefront of thermal protection for diving.
Eco-friendly Everflex neoprene, sealed with solvent-free glue, is thicker around the body's core for
enhanced warmth and thinner in the extremities for added flexibility and comfort. A wide range of sizes
and thicknesses ensures there is a top-of-the-line Everflex suit for every diver and every diving scenario.

DEFINITION

Definition dive suits use SCUBAPRO's Body Map System to mold to the body like a second skin. Built
with eco-friendly neoprene and solvent-free glue to protect the environment, divers praise Definition
suits for their superb sealing systems, easy-entry rear-zipper designs, warmth-capturing infrared
linings and numerous convenience features. A perfect choice for temperate- to warm-water diving.

Diamond
SPA N

EVERFLEX STEAMERS

MEN'S

These ultra-warm and comfortable steamers are built with 100% Everflex
neoprene and incorporate SCUBAPRO’s exclusive Pure Design Concept using
fewer panels and seams, allowing maximum stretch for extreme freedom.
All 2018 Everflex steamers come with a Diamond Span water-draining
inside lining that features a second lining for improved stretch and coldwater protection. Everflex steamers are also assembled using an innovative
solvent-free, water-based Aqua glue, a 100% green process.

DEFINITION STEAMERS 3MM/5MM
A three-dimensional cut and special tailoring result in a
glove-like fit, providing extra stretch where needed and
exceptional warmth and comfort. Accent colors vary
based on suit thickness.
5mm and 3mm thicknesses.

MEN'S

7/5mm, 5/4mm and 3/2mm thicknesses.

MEN'S

Available in sizes: Men's S-3XL, Women's 2XS-2XL.

17 women's sizes and 16 men’s sizes.
Available in sizes: Women's 2XS-4XL, Men's S-5XL.

Available colors:
5mm – Black/Coral (women's), Black/Gray/White (men's);
3mm – Black/Pink (women's), Black/Yellow (men's).

WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S

WOMEN'S

EVERFLEX 3/2MM WOMEN'S WHITE
Designed especially for women, this steamer is something special. It offers
excellent warmth, comfort and stretch, and like all Everflex steamers, it is
assembled using an innovative solvent-free glue. In stylish white to turn heads.

MEN'S

Available in 17 sizes: 2XS – 4XL.

WOMEN'S

WOMEN'S

DEFINITION SHORTY 2.5MM
WOMEN'S
new

EVERFLEX 3/2MM NO ZIP
Introducing the diving industry's first "green" dive suit, constructed with
recycled materials and Naturalprene, SCUBAPRO's all-natural and ecofriendly latex rubber. The innovative materials and No Zip design blend
warmth and comfort with extreme freedom of movement.

A must-have dive suit for tropical divers everywhere, this
stylish shorty is lined with titanium plush and offers warmth,
flexibility and comfort. Wear it alone or as a layer.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-2XL, Men's XS-3XL.

MEN'S

Available in sizes: Women's 2XS-4XL, Men's S-5XL .

DIAMOND SPAN INNER LINING
SCUBAPRO'S PROPRIETARY DIAMOND SPAN SUIT LINING OFFERS NOT ONLY LUXURIOUS COMFORT AND
QUICK DRYING, BUT ALSO EXCELLENT THERMAL INSULATION, KEEPING YOU WARMER FOR LONGER.
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NOTE: T PF ratings should be used only as a guideline.
Many factors affect a diver’s level of warmth
beyond the thickness of the wetsuit and the
water temperature. These include length of
exposure, depth, repeated dives, suit fit, body
type, body-fat percentage, use of hoods/gloves/
booties, and many more.
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SPORT
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Sport suits are made of our softest neoprene and have a triathalon cut for enhanced range of motion in
the shoulders and arms. With fewer technical features than the Everflex or Definition, the Sport line is an
economical choice for casual or serious divers seeking comfort, stretch and maximum freedom of movement.

HYBRID-DESIGNED FOR WOMEN

ONLY AVAILABLE IN 2.5MM

Dive in style with the Hybrid suit system. Designed for
female divers, each piece features a black-and-white
color scheme with pink accents. Each piece can be worn
alone, or combined to create a fashion-forward dive
ensemble that keeps you warm, comfortable, protected,
and looking fantastic.

COMPLETE SYSTEM
MIX AND MATCH PIECES FOR
DIFFERENT LOOKS - AND WARMTH

new

SPORT STEAMERS
Super-stretch neoprene makes Sport suits ultra-comfortable
and provides more freedom of movement than other wetsuits.
For 2018 Sport, suits come with new exterior styling and colors,
a vertical-cut rear zipper and a hood hook on the right hip. These
suits are comfortable, easy to put on and take off, fit like a second
skin and look good in the process.

HYBRID JANE 3MM FOR WOMEN
Designed for female divers, this stylish 3mm Farmer Jane conforms
to the body like a second skin. Built with X-Foam neoprene, attractive
smooth-skin panels and an eye-catching color scheme.
Available in sizes: S-XL.

7mm, 5mm and 2.5mm thicknesses.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-2XL, Men's S-3XL.
Available colors:
7mm & 5mm – Black/Purple (women's), Black/Yellow (men's);
2.5mm – Black/Purple (women's), Black/Yellow, Black/Blue (men's).
MEN'S
WOMEN'S

MEN'S

HYBRID BOLERO JACKET 3MM FOR WOMEN
The perfect thermal companion. Wear it by itself or with the Hybrid
Jane to create a comfortable and stylish warm-water ensemble.
Available in sizes: XS-XL.

Rebel suits are designed specifically to meet the thermal-protection
needs of smaller divers. Built with a plush torso lining for comfort,
stretchy side panels for excellent freedom of movement, and additional
features that make wearing these affordable shorties and steamers fun.

REBEL-FOR SMALL DIVERS

HYBRID RASH GUARD FOR WOMEN
Wear it poolside or under a Hybrid steamer, creating an effective
thermal protection system. Short or long sleeve.
Available in sizes: S-2XL.
great for small divers

REBEL STEAMER, 2.5MM
Back-zip steamer delivers warmth,
flexibility and a comfortable plush interior.
Unisex. Available in sizes: S-XL.

LONG SLEEVE
great for small divers

REBEL SHORTY, 2MM
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SHORT SLEEVE

HYBRID SHORTY 2MM FOR WOMEN

Moderate warmth plus sun protection for
snorkeling, diving and fun on the beach.

The same design and features as the Hybrid Jane, in a stylish shorty for female
divers who prefer to wear less neoprene on their tropical dive adventures.

Unisex. Available in sizes: S-XL.

Available in sizes: S-XL.
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PYROFLEX

S U I T S // S T E A M E R S

When it comes to thermal protection nothing beats neoprene, and the Pyroflex takes this to heart.
This revolutionary design features an outer layer made from a special water-repellant, high-stretch
1.5mm Everflex neoprene and an inner layer of high-tech fleece and plush. This combination delivers
outstanding warmth, is comfortable and dries quickly. There is no better thermal protection for tropical
diving, snorkeling or pool training.

MEN'S

TROPICAL STEAMER, 1MM

MEN'S

This lightweight, high-stretch 1mm warm-water steamer features
Everflex styling and does not compromise on features. Abrasion panels on
shoulders and Tatex kneepads make it just as durable as a thicker wetsuit.
With a plush torso lining you stay warmer without bulkiness.
Available in sizes: Women's 2XS-3XL, Men's S-4XL.

PYROFLEX STEAMER
Warmth, comfort and ample stretch for excellent range of motion,
plus a slightly higher neck collar to protect against BCD chafing. A
premium YKK zipper makes donning and doffing easy, and thumb
loops and heel stirrups prevent ride-up.

MEN'S

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL, Men's S-3XL.

WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S

MEN'S

PROFILE 0.5MM
WOMEN'S

Ultra-thin neoprene and a Silverskin lining make the Profile 0.5mm
an excellent warm-water wetsuit. Also a great base layer when
worn beneath a thicker wetsuit for cold-water diving.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-3XL, Men's S-4XL.

MEN'S

PYROFLEX RASH GUARDS

WOMEN'S

These comfortable long- and short-sleeve rash guards keep
divers and snorkelers warm while spending long periods of time
in the water. With thumb loops (long sleeve) and high-cut collars,
they are also great for layering.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL, Men's S-3XL.

EVERFLEX HOODED VESTS, 5MM & 2.5MM

SHORT SLEEVE

Classic hooded vests made of 100% Everflex neoprene for
superior stretch and comfort. Designed to layer with any
SCUBAPRO steamer.

WOMEN'S

5mm and 2.5mm thicknesses.
Unisex. Available in sizes: 2XS-4XL.

LONG SLEEVE

UV RATINGS
UPF (ULTRAVIOLET PROTECTION FACTOR) RATINGS MEASURE THE
AMOUNT OF UV RADIATION THAT A FABRIC BLOCKS.
• A UPF 50 rating means that 98% of UV radiation is being blocked.
• A UPF 80 rating means that over 99% of UV radiation is being blocked.
SCUBAPRO’s entire UPF Collection is rated UPF 50 or higher. UPF ratings above UPF
50 are considered to be in the “Excellent” protection category.
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COMPARISON CHAR T

SEMI-DRY SUITS

STEAMERS & SHORTIES, 2.5MM TO 7MM

STEAMERS, SHORTIES & MORE, 0.5MM TO 3MM

DRYSUITS
ne w

SUITS

Thickness (mm)
X-Foam

NOVASCOTIA

SPORT HOODED

EVERFLEX NO ZIP

EVERFLEX

DEFINITION

SPORT

REBEL

HYBRID

PYROFLEX

TROPICAL

PROFILE

7.5

7.0

3/2

3/2, 5/4, 7/5

3.0, 5.0
(steamer)
2.5 (shorty)

2.5, 5.0, 7.0

2.5

3.0 (steamer)
2.0 (shorty)
3.0 (bolero)

1.5

1.0

0.5

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Naturalprene

∫

Recycled Polyester
Jersey Fabric

∫

Solvent-Free WaterBased Aqua Glue

∫

Pure Design Concept
(PDC)

∫

Triathlon Cut

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

100% Everflex Neoprene

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Infrared Lining

Material

∫

∫

∫

∫
YKK Aquaseal
Dry Zipper Rear Shoulder
to Shoulder

Zipper

DoubleZippered Seal

Ankle/Wrist Seal

Glideskin on Seals

∫

Fold-Under Neck Seal

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Front Zip

YKK Front Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Aquaseal
Dry Zipper Rear Shoulder
to Shoulder

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Vertical
Back Zip

DoubleZippered Seal

DoubleZippered Seal
(5/4 & 7/5)
Single Cuff
Fused-Cut
Finish (3/2)

DoubleZippered Seal
(5.0)
SingleZippered Cuff
(3.0)

SingleZippered Cuff
(5.0, 7.0)
Single Cuff
(2.5)

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫ (5.0)

Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Knee,
Seat

Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Knee,
Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Seat

Tatex Pads on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

2 (5/4, 7/5)

2

Fused-Cut
Finish

∫

Zipper on Neck Collar
Lumbar Pad

∫

Abrasion-Resistant
Fabric

Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Knee,
Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Knee,
Seat

Anti-Abrasion Pad/Print

Tatex Pads on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder

2

Hood

8-inch Zipper
for Easy Access
(2.5 ankle)

Heel Strap
Thumb Loop

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

Heel Strap
Thumb Loop

Heel Strap
Thumb Loop
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4mm high-density compressed
neoprene

Breathable nylon
/PU/nylon
trilaminate

Rear shoulder-to-shoulder
(with neoprene overflap)

Front diagonal

No

Yes

Telescopic
Torso

Boots/Socks

Neoprene soft
socks

Attached semirigid dive boots
(includes
Velcro straps &
fin-strap
retainers)

Wrist Seals

Ultra smoothskin neoprene
(blue)

Latex

Latex

Neck Seal

Smooth-skin
fold-under
neoprene

Latex

Latex

A

7/5 = A
5/4 = B
3/2 = C

5.0 = B
3.0 = D

Seal Ring
System

Hood

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Seat

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on Knee

Prints on Knee

Pockets
Removable
Suspenders

7.0 = A
5.0 = B

I-Safe Straps

CE Rating
Water Temperature

For sizing and more details, visit SCUBAPRO.com.

A

B

C

D

45° F - 54° F

50° F - 64.5° F

60.8° F - 75.2° F

> 72° F

Attached semirigid dive boots
(includes Velcro
straps & fin-strap
retainers)

Si-Tech Ring
System for latex
wrist & neck seals

No

Valves

Included

THERMAL CLASSIFICATION SCALE

Male

Zipper
Position

Seams

Attached
A

Male/Female Specific

BDM
(Nickel silver with aluminum bronze alloy sliders)

Interior Lining
∫

EVERTECH DRY
BREATHABLE

Zipper

∫

Micro-Plush Lining

CE Thermal Class

∫

∫

Sizing

EXODRY

∫

Diamond Span Lining

I-Safe Strap

∫

∫

∫
∫

Preformed Design

∫

EVERDRY 4

Si-Tech
Orange Plush (NEW)

N/A

Triple-glued & double-thread
blind-stitched outside; coated
with liquid polymer inside

Stitched &
waterproof taped
twice

Air vent
system;
Diamond Span
interior; hook &
snaps; black

Air vent
system;
Diamond Span
interior; hook;
black

1 cargo pocket with zippered
closure

Air vent system;
smooth-skin
collar; Diamond
Span interior; hook
on back
2 cargo pockets
with velcro closure
and small zippered
pocket flap

Yes
2
Hood, carry bag, low-pressure hose, suspenders,
repair kit, and owner’s manual.
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UPF COLLECTION

DESIGNED FOR
PERFORMANCE.
WORN TO BE
DIFFERENT.
SCUBAPRO’s new UPF (Ultraviolet Protection
Factor) Collection protects divers against harsh UV
rays, stings and abrasions. Offering the industry’s
best protection, these pieces look great and give
peace of mind. The perfect choice for all-day wear,
this collection stands up to the elements — and
stands out anywhere. Make a statement with pieces
designed to perform like no others.
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Stylish, lightweight, UV-blocking and fast-drying, rash guards are must-have garments for boat and beach, topside
and underwater. They are offered in a variety of materials, in body-hugging or loose-fit styles, with either long or
short sleeves. Versatile as can be, you can wear them under a wetsuit for added comfort and thermal protection,
or by themselves to protect against scrapes and stings in the water, and wind-chill and sunburn between dives.

new

UPF 50 CAP SLEEVE RASH GUARD
Cap sleeve styling makes this rash guard a favorite. Wear by
itself or under a wetsuit. Makes a great topside garment too.

CARIBBEAN

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL.

UPF 50 RASH GUARDS, STEAMERS

Do not sacrifice style for sun protection. For all-around
water sports activities - wherever your passion for the
water takes you. Approximately 8 hours of protection
for Skin Type I (fair skinned, red/blonde hair, blue eyes).

Available colors: Caribbean, Onyx, Flamingo.

ONYX

new

UPF 50 LONG SLEEVE RASH GUARD
FLAMINGO

High styling plus solid sun protection. Form-fitting design
looks great and wears comfortably by itself or under a wetsuit.

BLACK

Available in sizes: Men's S-2XL.

new

Available colors: Black, Graphite, Ice, Aegean.

MEN'S STEAMER
Ful-body protection in the water and out. Wear it alone or under a suit
for extra warmth. Thumb loops and foot stirrups keep it from riding up.

GRAPHITE

Available in sizes: Men's S-3XL.
Available colors: Graphite, Aegean.

ICE

AEGEAN

GRAPHITE
new

UPF 50 LONG SLEEVE RASH GUARD
Panels in dazzling colors, and clean lines are guaranteed to flatter
female divers. Offers comfort and excellent UV protection.

FLAMINGO

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL.
Available colors: Flamingo, Jewel, Shell, Caribbean.
AEGEAN

JEWEL

new

SHELL

WOMEN'S STEAMER

CARIBBEAN

Head-to-toe protection from stings and skin abrasions at depth
and from the sun’s rays on the surface. Front-zipper design for
style and easy entry.

new

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL.

UPF 50 SHORT SLEEVE RASH GUARD
Stylish skin protection for those who love water. Ideal for divers,snorkelers,
paddle boarders, swimmers and other water enthusiasts.

AEGEAN

Available colors: Jewel, Graphite.
JEWEL

Available in sizes: Men's S-2XL.
Available colors: Aegean, Black, Graphite.

BLACK
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GRAPHITE
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UPF 50 CHANNEL FLOW LOOSE-FIT TOPS

UPF 80 T-FLEX RASH GUARDS, LEGGINGS

Stay dry and comfortable between dives. Unique channel construction features a one-way wicking design that draws moisture
away from the body and toward the surface layer where it can evaporate faster. Approximately 8 hours of protection for Skin Type I
(fair skinned, red/blonde hair, blue eyes).

The industry’s best protection in a broad range of flattering options. Headlining the UPF Collection, the ultimate in comfort and
protection before, during and after the dive. Approximately 13 hours of protection, wet or dry, for Skin Type I (fair skinned, red/
blonde hair, blue eyes).

new

new

UPF 50 CHANNEL FLOW LONG SLEEVE
Ideal attire for all outdoor sports. Unique channel construction wicks
moisture from the body and dries quickly. Loose-fit comfort.

AEGEAN

UPF 80 T-FLEX LONG SLEEVE RASH GUARD
The best UV protection rating in the industry. The perfect blend
of nylon and spandex for maximum comfort and protection.

AEGEAN

Available in sizes: Men's S-3XL.

Available in sizes: Men's S-2XL.

Available colors: Aegean, Ice, Graphite.

Available colors: Aegean, Black, Ice, Graphite.

ICE

BLACK

GRAPHITE

ICE

GRAPHITE

new

new

UPF 50 CHANNEL FLOW ZIPPERED LONG SLEEVE
Ideal attire for all outdoor sports. Unique channel construction wicks
moisture from the body and dries quickly. Loose-fit comfort.

JEWEL

UPF 80 T-FLEX LONG SLEEVE RASH GUARD
Flattering cut, panels and styling complement all female
divers.Comfort, stretch, and UV protection that can’t be beat.

CARIBBEAN

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL.

Available in sizes: Women's: XS-XL.

Available colors: Jewel, Shell, Caribbean.

Available colors: Caribbean, Onyx, Jewel.

SHELL

ONYX

CARIBBEAN

JEWEL

new

new

UPF 50 SHORT SLEEVE CHANNEL FLOW
Enjoy all-day protection without sacrificing style. Unique channel
construction is comfortable and fast-drying. Flattering loose-fit design.

GRAPHITE

UPF 80 T-FLEX SHORT SLEEVE RASH GUARD
Soft nylon and high-stretch spandex deliver the ultimate in comfort and
freedom, plus UV protection that cannot be beaten.

AEGEAN

Available in sizes: Men's S-3XL.

Available in sizes: Men's S-2XL.

Available colors: Graphite, Ice, Aegean.

Available colors: Aegean, Black.

ICE
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AEGEAN

BLACK
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new

new

UPF 80 T-FLEX SHORT SLEEVE RASH GUARD

HYBRID HOODED VEST

Unmatched UV protection in a sleek, form-fitting design. Ideal for
divers, snorkelers, swimmers and other water enthusiasts.

GRAPHITE

MEN'S

Neoprene/nylon blend protects torso and head, two critical areas for minimizing
heat loss. Warmth and protection where you need it most. Micro-plush interior.

Available in sizes: Women's: XS-XL.

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL, Men's XS-4XL.

Available colors: Graphite, Jewel, Caribbean.

JEWEL
WOMEN'S
MEN'S
CARIBBEAN
new

new

UPF 80 T-FLEX LEGGINGS
Soft nylon and high-stretch spandex equal comfort and freedom.
Match them with any UPF Collection top for maximum style.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL.

HYBRID CARGO SHORTS
Unique styling keeps you warm, comfortable and looking good. Worn by
themselves or over a dive suit, their added pockets are a diver's favorite.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-2XL, Men's S-3XL.

Available colors: Caribbean, Graphite, Jewel.
WOMEN'S

CARIBBEAN

UPF 50 SCUBAPRO SWIM RASH GUARD
GRAPHITE

JEWEL

HYBRID TOP, SHORTS, VEST

Remarkable warmth and protection in a cozy package. Stylish and
perfect for any condition, wear them alone or underneath a wetsuit
for added warmth.

The perfect choice for pool training.
Stylish and functional, it features
a chlorine-resistant treatment.
Approximately 8 hours of protection
for Skin Type I (fair skinned, red/blonde
hair, blue eyes).

MEN'S
new

UPF 50 SWIM LONG SLEEVE RASH GUARD
Both stylish and functional. Featuring a chlorine-resistant treatment
for pool training, and UV protection in the water or topside.
MEN'S

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL, Men's S-2XL.

HYBRID THERMAL LONG SLEEVE TOP
Combination of neoprene and nylon keeps you warm and protected in the water
and out. Micro-plush interior reduces drying time and increases comfort.
Stylishly perfect for any conditions.
Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL, Men's S-2XL.
WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S
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DIVEWEAR

The iconic SCUBAPRO logo stands for premium performance, style, passion and
innovation. SCUBAPRO's branded outerwear brings these same attributes topside and
the "S" on the chest tells the world you will settle for nothing less. The perfect choice for
above-water warmth and comfort on dive adventures or a windswept walk on the beach.

RECOMMENDED
WETSUIT SIZE CHART

S U I T S // H O O D S

WEIGHT (lbs/kg)

WOMEN'S

BOAT COAT

HEIGHT
(in/cm)

130-155 lbs
60-70 kg

5’3” - 5’5”
160 cm - 165 cm

2XS/44

145-165 lbs
65-75 kg kg

155-175 lbs
70-80 kg

165-185 lbs
75-85 kg

5’7” - 5’9”
170 cm - 175 cm

S/48

MS/25

5’9” - 5’11”
175 cm - 180 cm

ST/94

M/50

LS/26

MT/98

L/52

XLS/27

LT/102

XL/54

2XLS/28

XLT/106

2XL/56

3XLS/29

2XLT/110

3XL/58

5’5” - 5’7”
165 cm - 170 cm

200-220 lbs
90-100 kg

210-230 lbs
95-105 kg

220-245 lbs
100-110 kg

230-255 lbs
105-115 kg

XS/46

5’11” - 6’1”
180 cm - 185 cm
6’1” - 6’3”
185 cm - 190 cm

Available in sizes: Women's S-2XL, Men's S-3XL.

185-210 lbs
85-95 kg

6’3” - 6’5”
190 cm - 195 cm
6’5” +
195 cm +

MEN

Premium “trim fit” warmer made of breathable
Everflex neoprene protects you from cold and wet
weather while on a dive boat or strolling a windswept
shoreline. It comes with a full-length front zipper,
attached hood and zippered pockets for keeping
hands warm. In men’s and women’s sizes.

175-200 lbs
80-90 kg

4XL/60

5XL/62

Diamond
SPA N

USA/INT/EU

MEN'S

SIZE KEY

2XS/44 = 2 Extra Small

MS/25 = Medium Short

LS/26 = Large Short

XLS/27 = Extra Large Short

2XLS/28 = 2 Extra Large Short

3XLS/29 = 3 Extra Large Short

4XL/60 = 4 Extra Large

XS/46 = Extra Small

M/50 = Medium

L/52 = Large

XL/54 = Extra Large

2XL/56 = 2 Extra Large

3XL/58 = 3 Extra Large

5XL/62 = 5 Extra Large

S/48 = Small

MT/98 = Medium Tall

LT/102 = Large Tall

XLT/106 = Extra Large Tall

2XLT/110 = 2 Extra Large Tall

ST/94 = Small Tall

WEIGHT (lbs/kg)

CREW JACKET

Available in sizes: Women's XS-XL, Men's S-3XL.

90-120 lbs
40-55 kg

4’11” - 5’1”
150 cm - 155 cm

2XS/34/0

5’1” - 5’3”
155 cm - 160 cm

100-130 lbs
45-60 kg

110-145 lbs
50-65 kg

120-155 lbs
55-70 kg

130-165 lbs
60-75 kg

5’3” - 5’5”
160 cm - 165 cm

S/38/4

MS/20/6S

5’5” - 5’7”
165 cm - 170 cm

ST/76/4T

M/40/6

LS/21/8S

MT/80/6T

L/42/8

XLS/22/10S

LT/84/8T

XL/44/10

2XLS/23/12S

XLT/88/10L

2XL/46/12

5’9” - 5’11”
175 cm - 180 cm
5’11” - 6’1”
180 cm - 185 cm
6’1” +
185 cm +

Available in sizes: Women's S-2XL, Men's S-3XL.

INT/EU/USA

SIZE KEY

175 lbs +
80 kg +

2XLT/92/12T

DIVE RUNNER JACKET
The perfect zip-up warmer to wear before and after the dive, or after
running or yoga. Light, warm and ultra-comfortable, this ocean-blue
jacket includes an attached hood and external zippered pockets.

155-185 lbs
70-85 kg

XS/36/2

5’7” - 5’9”
170 cm - 175 cm

new

145-175 lbs
65-80 kg

WOMEN

This watersports jacket is built to keep you warm and cozy. Rugged
exterior PU slick material is windproof and waterproof, and the soft
fleece interior lining is as comfortable as can be. Includes detachable
hood and zippered waist pockets. In “trim fit” men’s and women’s sizes.

HEIGHT
(ft-in/cm)

3XL/48/14*

3XLT/96/14T*

4XL/50/16*

(in/cm)

CHEST

WAIST

HIPS

3XL/48/14*
3XLT/96/14T*
4XL/50/16*

42-44/107-112
42-44/107-112
43-45/109-114

37-39/94-99
37-39/94-99
38-40/96-101

43-45/109-114
43-45/109-114
45-47/114-119

2XS/34/0 = 2 Extra Small

MS/20/6S = Medium Short

LS/21/8S = Large Short

XLS/22/10S = Extra Large Short

2XLS/23/12S = 2 Extra Large Short

3XL/48/14 = 3 Extra Large

XS/36/2 = Extra Small

M/40/6 = Medium

L/42/8 = Large

XL/44/10 = Extra Large

2XL/46/12 = 2 Extra Large

3XLT/96/14T = 3 Extra Large Tall

4XL/50/16 = 4 Extra Large

S/38/4 = Small

MT/80/6T = Medium Tall

LT/84/8T = Large Tall

XLT/88/10L = Extra Large Tall

2XLT/92/12T = 2 Extra Large Tall

ST/76/4T = Small Tall

SIZE NOTE: Everflex wetsuits offer a tighter fit while Definition wetsuits tend to be more generous. Everflex suits are built with high-stretch neoprene and numerous high-stretch neoprene panels that provide a tighter fit initially, but stretch after a
few dives. Definition wetsuits, in contrast, have fewer stretch panels so tend to maintain their original cut. These charts are intended to act as a guide only and apply to most SCUBAPRO wetsuits. We recommend all suits be tried on to ensure a
perfect fit. Your SCUBAPRO dealer has more detailed size charts, and can help you find the perfect fit. Not all sizes are available in all models.
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S U I T S // B O O T S / S O C K S

new sizing

HEADWEAR

When it comes to preserving warmth, head coverings are as important underwater
as they are above. SCUBAPRO hoods work with our exposure suits to minimize the
loss of body heat during dives. Meanwhile, headbands manage long hair and warm
the ears, and beanies provide topside warmth whether you are wet or dry.

FOOTWEAR
new

Whether worn alone or as part of a dive-fin system, SCUBAPRO's neoprene socks
and boots are essential pieces of the dive ensemble. Comfortable uppers in varying
heights provide warmth, while rubberized soles provide protection and stability.

great for small divers

new

EVERFLEX HOOD, BIBBED 6/5MM

HYBRID SOCK, 2.5MM

GO SOCK, 3MM

Constructed of high-stretch 100% Everflex neoprene for maximum
comfort and durability. Extremely stretchy Silverskin lining feels good
against the skin and provides a good seal to minimize water transfer.

Soft neoprene, textured sole
and plush interior lining for
warmth and comfort. Expanded
sizing is great for smaller divers.

Designed to be worn with
the GO travel fin. Also ideal
for tropical beaches and
training pools.

Available in sizes:
Youth – 10-2.5, Adult: 2XS-3XL.

Available in sizes: 2XS-3XL

Unisex. Available in sizes: S-2XL.

new

EVERFLEX HOODS, 3MM

MESH BOOT, 3MM

When you need a little extra thermal protection. Made of 100%
high-stretch Everflex neoprene for flexibility and durability, with
an inside lining of comfortable plush. No face seal.

Versatile warm-water boot
features sport-shoe styling for
above and below the surface.

Unisex. Available in sizes: with bib - XS-2XL; no bib - S-2XL.

Available in sizes: 2XS-3XL.

new

DELTA SHORT
BOOT, 3MM
Low-cut and lightweight.
Available in sizes:
2XS-3XL.

new

NEOPRENE BEANIE, 2MM

BASE BOOT, 4MM

DELTA BOOT, 5MM

Stay super comfy and warm before, during and after the
dive. The outside of each beanie has two-tone stretch,
and on the inside stretch plush. In black and gray.

Economical foot protection
for temperate-water
diving. Thin sole increases
flexibility.

Comfort and protection.

GRAY

Available in sizes: 2XS-3XL.

Available in sizes: 3XS-3XL.

Diamond
SPA N

BLACK

HEAD BAND, 3MM

new

Stay warm and keep the hair out of your face
while diving with these comfortable head bands.
Recommended for all warm-water dives.
Available colors:
Black, Gray, Orange, Pink, Yellow, Blue, White, Purple.

EVERFLEX BOOT, 5MM

BLACK

GRAY

ORANGE

PINK

New arch and toe design matches
the foot’s natural anatomy for the
ultimate in comfort.
Available in sizes: 2XS-3XL.

Diamond
SPA N

YELLOW
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BLUE

WHITE

HEAVY-DUTY BOOT,
6.5MM
Form-fitting top.
Available in sizes: 2XS-4XL.

Diamond
SPA N

PURPLE
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GLOVES

S U I T S // G L O V E S
Nothing ruins a dive faster than cold hands or barnacle-cut fingers. SCUBAPRO’s extensive line of
gloves delivers five-fingered warmth, comfort and protection for all water temperatures and all
diving conditions.

BOOT/SOCK SIZING GUIDE
SIZE
USA

3XS

2XS

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

UK

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

EU

34-35

36

37-38

39

40-41

42

43-44

45

46-47

48

GLOVE SIZING GUIDE
2XS

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

1.GLOVE LENGTH (IN/CM)

10-11
26-28

10-11
27- 29

11-12
28-30

11-12
29-31

12-13
30-32

12-13
31-33

13-14
32-34

2.PALM GIRTH (IN/CM)

7-8
18-20

7-8
19-21

8-9
20-22

8-9
21-23

9-10
22-24

9-10
23-25

10-11
24-26

3.GLOVE OPENING (IN/CM)

5-6
14-16

6-7
15-17

6-7
16-18

7-8
17-19

7-8
18-20

7-8
19-21

8-9
20-22

MEASURED POINT

new colors

TROPIC GLOVE, 1.5MM
Neoprene backs and tough Amara fabric palms.
Available in sizes: XS-2XL.
Available colors to match a variety of other SCUBAPRO
gear: Black, Aegean, Caribbean, Flamingo, Graphite.
AEGEAN

CARIBBEAN

BLACK

MEASUREMENTS 2 AND 3
ARE CIRCUMFERENCE.
1

SEAMLESS GLOVE, 1.5MM
FLAMINGO

Tactile hand-warmer.

2

GRAPHITE

Available in sizes: XS-2XL.

3

HOOD SIZING GUIDE
SIZE
new

great for small divers

new sizing

new

D-FLEX GLOVE, 2MM

EVERFLEX GLOVE, 3MM

Ideal for tropical diving.

Excellent finger dexterity.

Available in sizes: XS-2XL.

Available in sizes: 2XS-2XL.

SMALL

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (IN/CM)
Approx 2O.5 in /52 cm

MEDIUM

Approx 21 in/53 cm

LARGE

Approx 21.5/55 cm

EXTRA LARGE

Approx 22 in/56 cm

2 EXTRA LARGE

Approx 22.5/57 cm

MEASURE CIRCUMFERENCE.

EVERFLEX GLOVE, 5MM
Optimal warmth and comfort.

EVERFLEX GAUNTLET
GLOVE, 5MM

Available in sizes: 2XS-2XL.

Extra-long cuff.
Available in sizes: XS-2XL.

Diamond
SPA N
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Diamond
SPA N
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ESSENTIALS

IMMERSE YOURSELF
IN THE MOMENT.
Experience every adventure to the fullest by demanding extraordinary performance from your diving
essentials. SCUBAPRO’s unmatched attention to detail and quality shines through in this broad
selection of masks, fins and snorkels. You have never been better equipped for an unbelievable dive.

E S S E N T I A L S // M A S K S

TRUFIT

SCUBAPRO’s revolutionary Trufit mask-skirt technology, benefiting from three generations of design and
development, forms a watertight seal on virtually any face, allowing divers to have a secure mask without
sacrificing comfort. Trufit mask-skirts are designed with the highest-quality silicone and are identifiable by
their unique ribbed texture.

SYNERGY 2

TRUFIT

Essential to any dive adventure, a superior mask must provide an expansive field of
view, keep water out, and—most importantly—it must be comfortable during extended

comfor t strap compatible

SILVER

RED

BLUE

YELLOW

PINK

periods underwater. SCUBAPRO’s Synergy 2 Trufit masks hit all of these targets, but

SYNERGY 2 TWIN TRUFIT

where they really shine is in comfort. The key is the next-generation Trufit skirt, an

Dual-lens Trufit design incorporates not one but two
separate silicone skirts — a thin, soft inner skirt for fit
and comfort, and a thicker outer skirt to provide support
near the mask frame. An ideal combination, it creates
the ultimate in comfort for virtually all face shapes.

innovative double-skirt design that combines two skirts and materials to help you truly

The Trufit Advantage
The main skirt is made of thin,
soft silicone for a better seal and
added comfort. The top skirt is
thicker and more rigid to provide
support. The unique ribbed
texture system molds to the
contours of the face.

Tested Performance
Tested by demanding
divers and fine-tuned to
perfection.

comfor t strap compatible

SYNERGY 2 TRUFIT
Single-lens mask features a thin, soft inner skirt for
fit and comfort, and a separate, thicker outer skirt to
provide support near the mask frame. Called the most
comfortable dive mask on the market, you have only to
try on a Synergy 2 Trufit to feel the difference.
Available colors (skirt/frame): Clear/Blue/Silver,
Clear/Pink, Black/Silver, Clear/Yellow/Silver,
Black/Red, Black/Silver (mirrored).

BLUE

PINK

SILVER

YELLOW

RED

Adjust at Will
Push-button buckles attach
to the skirt, not the frame,
optimizing strap angle and
range of motion when
dialing in fit.

MIRRORED

RED

PURPLE

new color

Similar to a ski goggle strap, the
Comfort Strap is a great add-on.
Protects hair from being pulled
and attaches quickly and easily.
Available in many stylish colors.

feel at one with the underwater environment.

Available colors (skirt/frame): Black/Silver, Clear/Blue/
Silver, Black/Red/Silver, Clear/Yellow/Silver, Black/
Silver (mirrored), Clear/Pink.

MIRRORED

Comfort Upgrade

comfor t strap compatible

SYNERGY TWIN TRUFIT
SILVER

PINK

YELLOW

This dual-lens mask offers a single-skirt made
of two thicknesses of silicone — thin and pliable
where it touches the face, and thicker near the mask
frame for support and rigidity. The result is premium
comfort and a reliable seal against water intrusion.

BLUE

PINK

YELLOW

TURQUOISE

Available colors (skirt/frame): Black/Red, Black/
Purple (mirrored), Black/Silver, Clear/Blue/Silver,
Black/Pink/Silver, Clear/Pink, Black/Yellow/Silver,
Clear/Yellow/Silver, Black/Silver (mirrored), Clear/
Turquoise/Silver.

Enhanced Field of Vision

Designed For Travel

See in Full Color

Synergy 2’s lens design provides
excellent field of view—both
horizontally and vertically.

Flexible buckle tabs
enable the mask to pack
flat for traveling.

Ultra Clear lens prevents color
distortion and provides brighter
vision. Mirrored lens option
reduces glare.

TWIN LENS AND SINGLE LENS COLORS
Match Your Gear and Your Personality
Choose between single-lens and dual-lens versions, available in a wide range of colors.

MIRRORED
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TWIN-LENS

E S S E N T I A L S // M A S K S

Twin-lens masks can be ultra-compact. Lenses are positioned close to the eyes, increasing peripheral
vision while decreasing internal volume and making them easier to clear. These masks are also well-suited
to prescription lenses.

new

correc tive lenses

comfor t strap compatible

correc tive lenses

FLUX TWIN
An attractive low-volume twin-lens mask. High-impact
polycarbonate frame for durability and strength.

Available lenses: -1.0 to -8.0 (in .5 diopter increments).

PINK

TURQOISE
YELLOW

PURPLE

BLUE

CLEAR

OPTICAL LENSES AVAILABLE.
LENSES ARE INTERCHANGEABLE AND
WILL FIT EITHER THE LEFT OR THE RIGHT SIDE.

WHITE

Available colors (skirt/frame): Black/Blue, Black/Red,
Black/Pink, Black/Turquoise, Black/Purple, Black/Silver,
Clear/Blue, Black/Yellow.
Available lenses: Bi-Focus Left +1.0 - +3.0;
Bi-Focus Right +1.0 - +3.0.

SILVER

YELLOW


The low-volume Zoom EVO is ideal for all divers, but
especially those who use optical lenses. This mask’s
innovative lens-change system enables you to switch
lenses yourself, without tools, in less than a minute. Subframes are available in colors to match Seawing Nova
fins, HYDROS PRO BCDs and the new UPF Collection.

RED

RED

Available colors (skirt/frame):
Clear/Yellow, Black/Black, Black/Metallic Red,
Clear/Blue, Clear/ Clear, Clear/White.

ZOOM EVO
BLUE

BLACK

comfor t strap compatible

STEEL COMP
Ultra-low internal volume. Mask compresses on descent so equalization
is not required as often. Ideal for freediving and not recommended
for scuba.

CLEAR

Available colors: Clear, White, Black.
CLEAR/BLUE

WHITE

BLACK

comfor t strap compatible

SPECTRA

BRONZE

SILVER

BLUE

BLUE/SILVER

A metallic–look frame, twin-lens mask. Exclusive color process
gives your mask the look of stylish eyewear.
Available colors (skirt/frame):
Black/Bronze (mirrored), Black/Bronze, Black/Silver,
Clear/Blue, Blue, Clear/Blue/Silver, Clear/Red, Clear/White.

SCOUT
MIRRORED

RED

WHITE

A sporty, low-volume mask for easy clearing and extremely
comfortable fit. The perfect mask for any face.
Available colors (skirt/frame):
Black/Blue/Gray, Black/Gray, Black/Red/Gray,
Clear/Blue/Gray, Clear/Pink/Gray, Clear/Yellow/Gray.

BLUE

great for small divers

SILVER

MIRRORED

PINK

PINK

SOLARA
BLACK

A classic, low-volume mask in a twin-lens design. Highimpact polycarbonate frame for durability and strength.

CLEAR/BLACK

WHITE

CORRECTIVE LENSES
IF YOU HAVE LESS THAN 20/20 VISION YOU CAN RADICALLY IMPROVE YOUR VISUAL EXPERIENCE WHILE EXPLORING
THE DEPTHS. SCUBAPRO OFFERS A WIDE SELECTION OF OPTICAL LENSES TO MAKE SURE YOU GET THE ABSOLUTE
CLEANEST AND CLEAREST VIEW OF THE UNDERWATER WORLD.
84

BLUE

YELLOW

Available colors (skirt/frame): Black/Silver, Black/Silver
(mirrored), Clear/Blue, Clear/Pink, Clear/Red, Clear/White,
Black/Bronze.
BRONZE

RED

RED

SPECTRA MINI
The Spectra Mini shares the same features as the twin-lens
Spectra mask, but is smaller in size.

BLUE

GRAY

Available colors (skirt/frame): Black/Black, Clear/Black,
Clear/Blue, Clear/Clear, Clear/Yellow, Black/Red.
BLUE

CLEAR

RED

YELLOW
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E S S E N T I A L S // M A S K S
great for small divers

comfor t strap compatible

comfor t strap compatible

TRINIDAD 3

MINI VU
Designed for smaller divers. Provides excellent field of view.
Skirt is made from high-quality hypo-allergenic silicone.

YELLOW

Available colors (skirt/frame): Clear/Yellow, Clear/Blue.
BLUE

comfor t strap compatible

new

Single-lens styling offers an uninterrupted field of
view. Lens and skirt are assembled without a frame
to reduce size and weight. Low-volume design makes
clearing water from the mask easy. Available in an
exciting range of vivid colors that match Seawing
Nova fins and HYDROS PRO BCDs.
Available colors:
Pink, Blue, Orange, Purple, Yellow.

BLUE

ORANGE

PURPLE

YELLOW

PINK

great for small divers

SARDINE 2

BLUE

Perfectly shaped to fit smaller faces, the soft non-allergenic liquid
silicone skirt is extremely comfortable. Ultra Clear lenses deliver a
bright view of the underwater world. Quick-release buckles make
easy work of strap adjustments.
GREEN

Available colors (skirt/frame): Clear/Yellow, Clear/Blue, Clear/Green.

comfor t strap compatible

YELLOW
BLACK

CRYSTAL VU PLUS WITH PURGE

BLUE

A single-lens mask with seamless side windows
delivers a panoramic field of vision. Includes a
purge for easy clearing.

SINGLE LENS

The single-lens design eliminates the mask’s nose bridge, creating a broad, uninterrupted view of the
underwater world. When looking slightly off-center, this enables you to maintain binocular vision, a real
plus for some divers.

RED
YELLOW

Available colors (skirt/frame): Clear/Black/Gray,
Clear/Blue/Gray, Clear/Red/Gray, Clear/Yellow/Gray.

new color
comfor t strap compatible

FRAMELESS
Diving's original frameless mask features a distinctive rectangular
shape for excellent field of view. The skirt’s soft double-edge seal
keeps water out and feels good against the skin.

BLACK

Available colors: Olive Green, Black, White.
OLIVE GREEN

WHITE

CRYSTAL VU PLUS WITHOUT PURGE
Low-volume styling, an ultra-wide field of view and
double-sealed silicone skirt. Seamless side windows
just add to the experience.
Available colors (skirt/frame): Clear/Purple/Gray, Clear/
Black/Gray, Clear/Blue/Gray, Clear/Red/Gray,
Clear/Yellow/Gray.

BLACK

BLUE

RED

YELLOW

PURPLE

FRAMELESS GORILLA
Same classic single-lens design, comfort and performance
features as the original Frameless, but with a larger, wider lens
and a slightly larger skirt and a matte finish.

CLEAR

Available colors: Clear, Black.

FLUX

BLACK
BLACK

An attractive low-volume single-lens mask. Built with a
high-impact polycarbonate frame for extra durability.

BLUE

Available colors (skirt/frame): Black/Black, Clear/Blue,
Clear/Clear, Clear/White, Clear/Yellow, Black/Red.

great for small divers

MINI FRAMELESS

CLEAR

Perfect for small or narrow faces.

WHITE
RED

BLACK

Available colors: Black, White.
WHITE
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E S S E N T I A L S // M A S K S
comfor t strap compatible

STEEL PRO

GO PRO MASK MOUNT

Frameless, single-lens design offers an expansive, low-volume
view. Streamlined and lightweight, its soft silicone skirt provides a
comfortable, watertight seal. Perfect for freediving or scuba diving.

Lightweight GoPro mask mount fits virtually any dual-lens
mask on the market and is easy to install and remove.

CLEAR

Available colors: Black, Clear, White.
BLACK

WHITE

SOLO
Enjoy the view in a streamlined, low-volume
frameless mask. Double-sealed silicone skirt molds
to the face for a comfortable, watertight seal.

BLACK

NEOPRENE MASK STRAP 2.5MM
Available colors: Gray, Black, Blue, Orange, Pink, White,
Purple, Yellow.
GRAY

BLUE

comfor t strap compatible

great for small divers

WHITE

BLACK

SUB VU MINI

BLUE

ORANGE

PINK

PURPLE

YELLOW

No more tangled hair and twisted headbands.

Available colors (skirt/frame): Clear/Blue, Black/Black, Clear/Yellow.

YELLOW

BLACK

Downsized design makes it a great choice for young divers or anyone with a
small face. Seamless side windows provide an ultra-wide field of view.
Available colors (skirt/frame):
Clear/Purple, Clear/Black, Clear/Blue, Clear/Clear.

BLUE

YELLOW

COMFORT STRAPS
PURPLE
CLEAR

comfor t strap compatible

Similar to a ski-goggle strap, the Comfort
Strap is comfortable, protects hair from
being pulled, and attaches quickly and easily
to a variety of mask models. Kids also love
them! Available in five stylish colors.

BLUE

DEVIL
Offering excellent field of vision and a soft silicone skirt, the design of the
nose pocket makes it easy to equalize. Includes both standard and EZ-Open
mask straps.

WHITE

new

Available colors: Black, Black/Yellow, Blue,
Pink/Purple, Turquoise.
PINK

Available colors: White, Black.
BLACK
TURQUOISE
comfor t strap compatible

new

GHOST

BUCKLE SLEEVE

Low-volume frameless mask fits comfortably and offers
a superb field of view. With easy-adjust buckles. Includes
both standard and EZ-Open mask straps.

BLACK

Available colors: White, Black.

Slips easily over the quick-adjust buckles on a diving or snorkeling
mask to protect hair from snagging on the bare buckles, or the bare
buckles from snagging on underwater obstacles like kelp fronds.
Simple, easy and effective.

WHITE

FULL-FACE MASK
Professional-quality mask is designed for technical diving
and diving in cold water, wrecks or caves.

88

VELCRO MASK STRAP
Available with full Velcro or slip-over sleeve.
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FINS

E S S E N T I A L S // F I N S

SCUBAPRO is famous for its fins. The leader in fin technology for over 50 years, from the time-honored Jet Fin
to the modern, award-winning Seawing Nova, SCUBAPRO blade fins and split fins, open heels and full foots, are
designed to deliver the absolute best in performance and comfort, for every diver, and every dive scenario.

SEAWING NOVA

SEAWING NOVA

BLUE

PINK

The multiple-award-winning Seawing
Nova delivers the power, acceleration and
maneuverability of a blade fin, with the kicking
comfort, speed and efficiency of a split fin.
You will be hard-pressed to find a fin more
comfortable to wear or fun to kick.

Setting the bar in dive-fin design, the award-winning Seawing Nova delivers

Available in sizes: XS-XL.

in hydrodynamic design, the Seawing Nova is

Available colors: Blue, Pink, Purple, White, Yellow,
Black, Turquoise (special order).

lightweight and perfect for travel. Make it

Variable Blade Geometry

the power, acceleration and maneuverability of a blade fin, with the

Provides more power and
class-leading stability with
wing tips that arc upward.

kicking comfort and efficiency of a split fin. Combining classic
SCUBAPRO fin technology with the latest innovations

new color

your go-to choice for all conditions.

Marine-Grade Bungee Strap
Wing Blade
PURPLE
YELLOW

Self-adjusting, comfortable,
and extremely durable.
Makes easy work of donning
and doffing.

Creates a
near-perfect
balance of rigidity
and flexibility.

WHITE
new color

SEAWING NOVA GORILLA
A slightly stiffer blade results in increased power
and control for divers who prefer more feedback in
their kicks. It also allows for more effective sculling
and reverse kicking, making the Gorilla an excellent
choice for tech divers and dive instructors.

Ergo2 Footpocket with
Powerplate
Reduces leg strain with
comfortable, reinforcedheel design.

Available in sizes: XS-XL.
Available colors: Olive Green, Orange.

BLACK

Articulated Joint
Allows the entire blade to
pivot and generate thrust,
making the most of each kick.

ORANGE

Dual-Density Sole
Comfort and power, with
co-molded grip pads for
improved, no-skid grip on
wet surfaces.

OLIVE GREEN

Monprene®
Elastomer Construction

SEAWING NOVA FULL FOOT
BLACK

Virtually indestructible
for long life.

For divers who want the power, acceleration,
maneuverability and effortless kicking characteristics of
the open-heel Seawing Nova, but with the foot support
and comfort of a full-foot design. A great fin for cruising
the wrecks and reefs of the tropics.

PINK

Available in sizes: XS-XL.
Available colors: Yellow, Black, Pink, White.

YELLOW
WHITE
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GORILLA

OPEN HEEL

FULL FOOT
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JET FIN WITH SPRING STRAP/
ADJUSTABLE STRAP
SCUBAPRO Jet Fins have a long and celebrated
history of performance. They set the standard
for power and durability in 1965 and continue to
be immensely popular today.

TWIN JET MAX
This high-performance fin features a slightly stiffer blade for split-fin
divers who like more feedback in their kicks.

Available in sizes: Adjustable: M-3XL,
with Spring Strap: M-2XL.
RED

OLIVE GREEN

YELLOW

Available colors: Red, Olive Green, Yellow, Camo,
Black, Pink, White.

CAMO

Available in sizes: S-XL.
Available colors: Black/Graphite, Black/Yellow , Black/Blue, Black/White.
GRAPHITE

YELLOW

BLACK ADJUSTABLE
BLACK

PINK

WHITE

BLUE

new size

new color

GRAY

BLUE

GO FIN
Lightweight, comfortable, and virtually
indestructible, GO fins are travel-friendly and
fun to use – making them the ideal fins for
divers seeking experiences around the world.
Now in a new color and an additional size.

WHITE

JET SPORT
The Jet Sport generates propulsive kicking
power with excellent stability and easy
maneuverability. The perfect blend of
performance, comfort and value.

GRAY

Available in sizes: XS-XL.
GREEN

ORANGE

PURPLE

YELLOW

Available in sizes: 3XS-2XL.

BLUE

PINK

GRAY
FULL FOOT

PINK
FULL FOOT

Available colors: Black/Blue/Gray,
Black/Yellow/Gray, Black/Gray, Black/Pink/Gray.

Available colors: White, Black.

BLACK
WHITE

YELLOW

SOLD STANDARD WITH BLACK
STRAP ON ALL SIZES COLORED
STRAPS ARE AN OPTIONAL
ACCESSORY AND ARE SIZESPECIFIC

BLUE FULL FOOT

TWIN JET
BLUE

YELLOW
FULL FOOT
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YELLOW

You will not find a better provider of maximum
propulsion with minimum kicking effort than the
Twin Jet. This fin is just fun.

BLACK

BLACK FULL FOOT

WAKE
BLUE

PURPLE

Offering dual-material construction and a traditional blade, this fin is
lightweight, comfortable and perfect for travel.

Available in sizes: S-2XL.

Available in sizes: S-XL.

Available colors: Cobalt Blue, Yellow, Black.

Available colors: Black/Blue, Black/Purple, Black/White, Black/Yellow,
Black/Black.

WHITE

YELLOW

BLACK
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SNORKELS

E S S E N T I A L S // S N O R K E L S
SCUBAPRO snorkels are hydrodynamically designed for exceptional breathing
performance. They feature dry, splashguard or open-barrel tops, purge valves for
easy clearing, and specially designed silicone mouthpieces for maximum comfort.

LAGUNA 2
Dry top and self-draining lower purge combine for continuous
dry breathing when snorkeling or surface swimming.
BLACK

Available colors: Yellow, Black, Blue.

new color

BLUE

SPECTRA DRY
RED

PINK

Large-bore tube allows generous airflow. Dry top closes
when submerged so no clearing is needed upon resurfacing.

PURPLE

YELLOW

Available colors: Black/Red, Black/Pink, Black/Purple, Black/
Bronze, Black/Silver, Black/Yellow, Clear/Pink, Clear/White,
Clear/Yellow, Clear/Blue, Clear/Turquoise.
BLACK
BRONZE

SILVER

PHOENIX 2

YELLOW

Corrugated hose lets the mouthpiece hang clear when not
in use. Dry top blocks water while allowing ample airflow.
Available colors: Black, Clear, Yellow, Blue.
CLEAR
PINK

WHITE

TURQUOISE

YELLOW
YELLOW

BLUE

BLUE
new colors

APNEA SNORKEL

BLACK

BLACK

ESCAPE SEMI-DRY

BLUE

Splashguard design helps keep water from entering the large-bore barrel while allowing
abundant airflow. Includes an efficient purge valve and comfortable mouthpiece.

Made from flexible, non-toxic silicone, the upper barrel
on this versatile surface breather can be removed if you
prefer to use a shorter pipe. The snorkel easily attaches
to your mask strap, and can be folded and stowed in an
accessory pocket. Now available in new colors.

Available colors: Clear, Black, Blue, Yellow.
BLUE
PURPLE

Available colors: Orange, Black, Blue, Purple, Pink,
White, Yellow.

PINK

CLEAR
ORANGE

WHITE

YELLOW

YELLOW

BLACK

SHOWN WITH TRINIDAD 3 MASK

RED

BLACK

FUSION PRO

BLUE

NEXUS

Modern design features a splashguard top and a lower flex hose. The
comfortable silicone mouthpiece is interchangeable.

Low-drag design features a splashguard top and angled purge to divert
bubbles out of your line of sight. Can be folded for stowage.
BLUE

CLEAR

Available colors: Black/Red, Clear/Black, Clear/Blue, Clear/Clear,
Clear/Yellow, Black/Metallic Red.

Available colors: Clear/Black, Clear/Blue, Clear/White, Clear/Yellow,
Clear/Purple.
CLEAR

PURPLE
YELLOW
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METALLIC RED

YELLOW
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On your journey and underwater, every piece of your
diving kit counts — from the retractor that clips onto
your trusted dive computer to the light that brings
vibrant colors to life. Your diving adventures deserve
the highest-quality bags and accessories. Complete
your experience with lightweight, dependable bags,
brilliant lights, and other accessories that never quit.
Why would you settle for anything less?

BAGS & ACCESSORIES

VENTURE
BEYOND
ORDINARY.

A C C E S S O R I E S // B A G S

BAGS

A C C E S S O R I E S // B A G S

Whether transporting gear from the trunk of the car to the dive boat, from the hotel to the beach, or from
home to halfway around the world, gear bags play a major role in the active diver’s life. SCUBAPRO gear bags
are engineered for strength and durability, with the special needs of divers in mind.

PORTER BAG
A foldable wheeler with extra-large volume for all of your gear. Includes integrated
wheels, backpack system, corrosion-resistant U-shaped zipper, two front and two
inside pockets, and reinforced bottom. The bag folds in on itself for easy storage.
Dimensions (approximate) // 34x23x14in
Weight // 5.84lbs
Volume // 45.4gal
Folded dimensions // 20.4x16.1x6.7in

DIVE ‘N ROLL LIGHT
2-in-1 wheeled dive bag takes the hassle out of dive travel, and
this new lighter version eliminates some of the weight. Includes
large semi-rigid main compartment and removable backpack.
Dimensions (approximate) // 26x16x13in
Weight // 8.77lbs
Volume // 22.2gal

120L

FOLDED

DRY BAG
This versatile dry duffel is made of heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin)
fabric, with a large main compartment offering substantial
stowage capacity. Included carry straps convert it into a
backpack system.

REMOVABLE BACKPACK
INCLUDED

Dimensions // 33.5x15.8x13.8in
Weight // 5.7lbs
Volume // 31.4gal

XP PACK DUO
Huge main compartment includes two mesh pockets for smaller items, plus
a zippered front-cover sleeve provides quick-access stowage. Telescopic tow
handle and durable wheels allow for near-effortless rolling.
Dimensions (approximate) // 31x19x17in
Weight // 10.56lbs
Volume // 43.3gal

CABIN BAG, 4 WHEELS
The Cabin Bag sports four wheels, making it more luggage-like, more
versatile, more user-friendly and the ideal roller carry-on bag for traveling.
Dimensions (approximate) // 21x15x8in
Weight // 7.01lbs
Volume // 9.8gal

TRAVEL BAG
A sturdy mid-size rolling bag made from a combination of 450D
Rip-stop, 420D nylon NT and 600D polyester. It includes side
and top handles and a front removable backpack.

MESH ‘N ROLL

Dimensions // 25.5x13.8x11.8in
Weight // 7.5lbs
Volume // 18.0gal

A mesh water-draining bag is a diver’s favorite. SCUBAPRO’s convenient
wheeled mesh bag, made from heavy-duty PVC-coated mesh, translates
into less post-dive hassle transporting a bag full of water-soaked gear.

FOLDED

Dimensions (approximate) // 31x15x14in
Weight // 5.73lbs
Volume // 27.2gal

CARAVAN BAG
Easy to move from the car to the boat or roll through an airport, the Caravan is the ideal
large gear-storage and travel bag. Features include a corrosion-resistant zipper, reinforced
saltwater-resistant wheels, exterior side pockets and telescopic handle.
Dimensions (approximate) // 30x16x14in
Weight // 10.25lbs
Volume // 28gal
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For more bags, visit www.SCUBAPRO.com or your local authorized SCUBAPRO dealer.

REPORTER BAG
The rear compartment is ideal for clothes; the middle compartment
is designed for a laptop, e-tablet, documents and magazines (with
a special pocket for passport and boarding passes); and the front
compartment is designed to stow items like digital cameras.

Dimensions (approximate) // 21x15x4in
Weight // 2.20lbs
Volume // 5.3gal

SCUBAPRO.COM //
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A C C E S S O R I E S // B A G S

30L DRYBAG BACKPACK

10L DRYBAG BACKPACK

TRAVEL KIT

Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).

Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).

Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin).

Dimensions // 19.5x11.8x7.8in
Weight // 2.1lbs
Volume // 7.9gal

Dimensions // 15.8x9.8x3.7in
Weight // 1.8lbs
Volume // 2.6gal

Dimensions (approximate) // 10x6x4in
Weight // 0.55lbs
Volume // 1.1gal

CELL PHONE SPLASH PROTECTOR
Water resistant. Splash protection.

new

NOT FOR UNDERWATER USE

DRY BAG 5

MESH BAG COATED
Made of PVC-coated mesh, this sturdy bag is roomy enough for a
full set of gear, yet is lightweight and folds easily for storage.
Dimensions (approximate) // 28x14x14in
Weight // 1.43lbs
Volume // 22.8gal

This compact waterproof bag keeps your valuables
safe and dry. Roll-top closure provides quick and
easy access to the bag’s contents. Made from 70D
nylon with PU inner coating for years of use.

Dimensions (approximate) // 17x8x5in
Weight // 0.10lbs
Volume // 1.3gal

BEACH BAG
This bag lets you carry a complete snorkel set, with compartments
to hold keys and wallet for a trouble-free day at the shore. Top
handle and shoulder strap provide convenient carrying.

MESH SACK

Dimensions (approximate) // 28x11x2in
Weight // 0.99lbs
Volume // 2.4gal

TRAVEL REG BAG,
VINTAGE

Durable nylon mesh bag is perfect for
carrying snorkeling gear or tropical
dive gear. Now featuring a convenient
two-strap backpack system.

Heavy-duty, water resistant PVC
(Tarpaulin).
Dimensions (approximate) // 13x13x4in
Weight // 1.59lbs
Volume // 2.6gal

Dimensions (approximate) // 28x16x16in
Weight // 1.10lbs
Volume // 28.8gal

new

WEIGHT 7
Carry your ballast weight safely and with ease. Double-handle webbing encircles the
entire bag for added strength. Made from durable 600D polyester PU and 450D Rip-stop.
Dimensions (approximate) // 12x6x6in
Weight // 0.86lbs
Volume // 1.9gal

REGULATOR BAG + COMPUTER BAG
Rip-stop nylon.

new

Regulator Bag dimensions (approximate) // 14x10x4in
Weight // 0.93lbs
Volume // 2.4gal

Computer Bag dimensions (approximate) // 4x3x6in
Weight // .22lbs
Volume // .3gal

MASK 2
Protect your mask and its lenses from
damage. Includes two Velcro loops on back
for attaching your favorite snorkel. Made
from 600D polyester PU and 450D Ripstop for strength and durability.

Dimensions (approximate) // 7x5.5x3in
Weight // 0.32lbs
Volume // 0.5gal

For more bags, visit www.SCUBAPRO.com or your local authorized SCUBAPRO dealer.
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A C C E S S O R I E S // K N I V E S

KNIVES

A C C E S S O R I E S // E X T R A S

Better to have a knife and not need it than to need a knife and not have it. SCUBAPRO knives are
indispensable tools for serious divers, offering quality blades with excellent cutting edges that are
both durable and corrosion-resistant.

ACCESSORIES

SCUBAPRO offers a wide selection of accessories designed to make each
dive experience safer, easier and more fun. The following are just a few of the
more than 100 accessories available at SCUBAPRO.com — from reels and
retractors to underwater noisemakers and nose clips, from SMBs for surface
safety to slates and waterproof notebooks to communicate and record
experiences, and much more.

new

TK 15

new

The first of a new “Tactical” series of dive knives. Single-piece stainless
steel blade features both smooth and serrated edges along with a shackle
key and a line cutter. The knife comes with a heavy-duty handle and
fiberglass-reinforced polyamide sheath.
Dimensions // Overall: 11.3in // Blade only: 6.0in

SIGNAL DECOMPRESSION BUOY

PREMIUM RETRACTOR W/STOP

Alerts boats and other divers to your position.

Keep a dive computer, compass, gauge console or
other gear close and easily accessible.

K6

MARSEILLE

MINI REEL

Stainless steel blade offers smooth and serrated edges plus
line-cutting notch. Includes injection-molded sheath.

For light-duty dive jobs.
Comes with 100 feet of line
and bolt snap.

Dimensions // Overall: 11.4in // Blade only: 6.1in

FREEDIVING BELT
Length // 59in
Width // 1.8in

STANDARD

MAKO
Compact dive knife offered in stainless steel or titanium. Includes sheath.
Dimensions // Overall: 7.5in // Blade only: 3.5in

REEF HOOK
Includes line and stainless steel bolt
snap. Great tool for photographers.

SCUBACLEAR ANTI-FOG
Keeps mask lenses clear for maximum underwater
viewing enjoyment.

X-CUT

2009

SNAPPER WITH SS CORE

Titanium blade retains sharp serrated and smooth
cutting edges for corrosion-free performance.
Sheath fits tech harness waistbands.

Ideal dive light or camera security system.
In two sizes.

Dimensions // Overall: 5.0in // Blade only: 2.5in

LOG BOOK
Record dive notes in or near the
water without worry.

WHITE TIP
Excellent cutting edge. Stainless steel blade resists surface
oxidation. Includes locking sheath and BCD/hose attachment.

NOSE CLIP

Dimensions // Overall: 5.8in // Blade only: 2.56in

Lightweight aluminum, adjustable.

MESH CUTTER
Used with a pulling motion, improving leverage, cutting power
and safety. Includes shackle key and sheath.
Dimensions // Overall: 4.75in // Blade only: 3.0in

A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES IS AVAILABLE AT SCUBAPRO.COM
10 2
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LIGHTS

BAGS & ACCESSORIES

LED lights are the dive lights of choice among today’s divers, and none compares to SCUBAPRO’s
Nova lights. Light-years ahead in design, Nova lights are equipped with high-intensity LEDs that far
outpace the competition in brilliant illumination. They are machined from heavy-duty aluminum,
making them both lightweight and built to last, and they offer multiple power modes and safety
features that rank best in class. Nothing lights up a dive like a Nova light.

NOVA 2100 SF

( SPOT FLOOD )

SCUBAPRO has long been the leader in underwater illumination with our pocket and accessory
lights. In addition to being rugged and reliable, they all have true lumen ratings and blowout

NOVA 2100 SF

valves. The new Nova 2100 SF is a true advancement in the primary/video-light market.

Powerful Nova 2100 SF (Spot Flood) multi-use dive light offers both a 65º wide beam
and a 15º spot beam to perfectly match any diving situation. Five light modes plus
an emergency signal mode provide extreme versatility. Includes a choice of handles,
rechargeable battery, charger and spare parts, all packed in a zippered EVA carry case.

This powerful dual-beam light (2100 lumen, 65° wide beam and 800 lumen, 15° spot beam) gives
you the power to light up any dive scenario. Delivered with numerous accessories, the Nova 2100
SF provides options to evolve your experience and diving pleasure.
Long-Lasting, Reliable Power
Powerful 25w Li-Ion removable battery
provides 55 minutes of burn time at full
power and constant brightness. Depth
tested to 100m/328ft for reliable lighting.

NOVA 720/ NOVA 720R
Newest Cree XPL LED. 100% or 50% power modes.
Choose from full-sized 720 (9.1in long, 3 C cells), or compact 720R
(5.9in long, rechargeable Li-ion). Batteries sold separately.

9.1”
5.1

1 in
Quality Cree LEDs

720

Wide beam features six
Cree XM-L2 LEDs, and
spot beam features one
Cree XPL LED.

5.9”

720R

8.3”

NOVA 720 WIDE/NOVA 720R WIDE

720R W

Five Primary Light Modes

Power on and off, adjust
brightness, and switch
beam angle by pushing
one button.

in

80˚

One-Button Operation

2 .2

720 W

5.0”

Same lumens and features as the Nova 720, with Cree XML U2 LED
and wider 80° beam. Batteries sold separately.

Options include:
100% Flood, 50% Flood, 100% Spot,
50% Flood + 75% Spot, and
25% Flood + 50% Spot

80˚
5.25”

!

200

NOVA 200

Emergency Mode
Hidden emergency-signal mode
offers a one-second blink interval
or an SOS Morse code.

Easy-grip aluminum casing and high-intensity LED.
Powered by 3 AAA batteries (sold separately).
Safety and Reliability
Corrosion-proof metal light head improves heat
dispersion and increases durability. The completely
isolated battery compartment protects internal
electronics from water intrusion.

NOVA 220
3.7”
220

10 4

A powerful dive light in an ultra-compact
package package. Optional mask-strap
attachment provides hands-free illumination.
Three power modes. Batteries sold separately.

OPTIONAL MASK-STRAP ATTACHMENT
MASK SOLD SEPARATELY

A Full Light Set
Includes large and small Goodman handles,
pistol-grip handle, pistol grip handle,
GoPro adapter, rechargeable battery,
charger, and spare parts—packed into a
zippered carry case.

Accessories
(Sold Separately)
Ball joint adapter
YS adapter
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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These are the experiences you will talk about for years to come. And with comfortable, easy-touse gear, every moment will be memorable. SCUBAPRO snorkeling gear is engineered for quality
that cannot be matched, in a variety of colors and styles. Unforgettable adventures have never
been easier to find.

SNORKELING

MAKING IT EASIER TO
MAKE MEMORIES.

SNORKELING

SNORKELING

SNORKELING

We know snorkelers want the best too! SCUBAPRO offers a full line of highquality, long-lasting and stylish snorkeling gear for every type of adventure
— every size of snorkeler.

comfor t strap compatible

TRINIDAD
A favorite. Low volume, excellent field of view.

CLEAR

Available colors: Black, Clear.
great for small divers

POTENZA FULL FOOT

RUBBER FULL FOOT

Great for warm and temperate waters.

Available in sizes: 3XS-2XL.

BLACK

Available in sizes: XS-XL.
Available colors: Yellow, Blue.

comfor t strap compatible

new

TRINIDAD 3 SHOWN W/APNEA SNORKEL
Single-lens styling offers an uninterrupted field of view.
Lens and skirt are assembled without a frame to reduce
size and weight. Low-volume design makes clearing water
from the mask easy. Available in an exciting range of vivid
colors that match Seawing Nova fins and HYDROS PRO
BCDs. Mask and snorkel sold separately.

YELLOW

BLUE

PINK

PURPLE

Available colors: Orange, Blue, Pink, Purple, Yellow.

BLUE

ORANGE
new colors
great for small divers

BLUE

DOLPHIN FIN

SAFETY & FUN BUOY

Open-heel design can be used
barefoot or with booties. Soft and
supportive.

Combination snorkeling vest
and safety buoy. Makes a
day on the water safer and
more fun.

Available in sizes: S-XL.
Available colors: Blue, Yellow,
Green.

APNEA SNORKEL
BLACK

BLUE

PURPLE

PINK

WHITE

YELLOW

ORANGE

Made from flexible, non-toxic silicone, the upper
barrel on this versatile surface breather can be
removed if you prefer to use a shorter pipe. The
snorkel easily attaches to your mask strap, and
can be folded and stowed in an accessory pocket.
Now available in new colors.

YELLOW

Available colors: Black, Blue, Orange, Purple, Pink,
White, Yellow.

GREEN

YELLOW
great for small divers

CRUISER VEST

CURRENTS VEST

Available in 5 sizes: XS-XL.

Available in 2 sizes: Small and Large.

PUFFERFISH

Classic “J” design with an
open top.

With high-visibility orange
splashguard.

Available colors: Black,
Yellow, Blue.

BLACK

YELLOW

BLUE

Available colors: Blue, Yellow, Green.

YELLOW

BLUE
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CURVE SNORKEL

GREEN
SCUBAPRO.COM //
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SNORKELING

SNORKELING

TRINIDAD SNORKEL

comfor t strap compatible

A splashguard on top, a purge valve on the bottom, and a premium silicone
mouthpiece in between work together to enable the Trinidad to deliver
loads of dry, unrestricted airflow. The lower flex section and quick-connect
clip make it easy to attach to a mask strap and even easier to use.

CLEAR

SUB VU COMBO WITHOUT FINS
Ultra Clear front lens and seamless side windows deliver a
wide and airy field of view. The snorkel has a splashguard
top and a quick-clip. Includes a mesh bag.

Available colors: Clear, Black.

Available colors: Blue, Yellow.
IN BAG

BLUE

BLACK

YELLOW

COMBOS

A fun day of snorkeling starts with the basics. SCUBAPRO’s combo packages include
well-matched masks, snorkels and fins to make the good times even better.

comfor t strap compatible

SUB VU COMBO WITH FINS
Classically designed mask features an
Ultra Clear front lens with seamless
side windows for an expansive view.
Combo includes splashguard snorkel,
open-heel fins and carry bag.

comfor t strap compatible

TRINIDAD COMBO
Step up to this rock-solid snorkeling combo. The frameless
single-lens Trinidad mask offers an expansive view of the
underwater world. The Trinidad snorkel is an easy breather.

BLUE

Available colors: Yellow, Blue.

Available colors: Clear, Black.

YELLOW

CLEAR

BLACK

IN BAG

IN BAG

comfor t strap compatible

CURRENTS ADULT COMBO

great for small divers

Dual-lens mask is low volume and offers good field
of view. Clear skirt is made from premium silicone.
Included: flex snorkel equipped with a splashguard top.

comfor t strap compatible

MINI VU COMBO WITH FINS
This popular snorkeling kit features a dual-lens mask designed for small face shapes.
Includes a splashguard snorkel, open-heel fins and a reusable bag to carry it all.

Available colors: Blue, Black.
BLACK

IN BAG

Available colors: Blue, Yellow, Green.

BLUE
BLUE
great for small divers

comfor t strap compatible

MINI VU COMBO WITHOUT FINS
Clear dual lenses, a soft silicone skirt and a splashguard snorkel equal good times
in the water for snorkelers with small faces. A sturdy carry bag is included.
Available color: Blue.

YELLOW

IN BAG

GREEN

IN BAG
BLUE

1 10
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SCUBAPRO AMERICAS
El Cajon, CA
USA
SCUBAPRO ASIA PACIFIC
Chaiwan
Hong Kong
SCUBAPRO AUSTRALIA
Chatswood NSW
Australia
SCUBAPRO FRANCE
France, Spain, Netherlands, Belgium
SCUBAPRO ITALY
Casarza Ligure (GE)
Italy
SCUBAPRO GERMANY
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe, UK,
Scandinavia
SCUBAPRO SWITZERLAND
Spreitenbach
Switzerland

Your local authorized SCUBAPRO
dealer can provide further product
information and assist you with
gear selection, maintenance and
configuration.
To find a dealer near you or to view
the complete 2018 SCUBAPRO
product offering, visit
www.scubapro.com.

Can't be in the water every day?
Follow @SCUBAPRO on social media
for your daily dose of incredible
underwater images.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Neil Andrea

The illustrations in this catalog may not
exactly represent the products described
and are intended as a guide only. We reserve
the right to alter product descriptions or
specifications as necessary.
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